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FUNCTION FROM FORM 
 
I love alliteration.  
It rolls ripe and tantalizing from my tongue. 
Licking at the pages, lapping up the words,  
savoring the sensual sound of each clever consonant combination.  
Strings of sweet syllables transform into playful passages, seducing my willing 
ears.  
My mind, maker of meaning, loses interest in intent,  
lapses into mere receptive mechanism for the melody of mirrored sound,  
in deference to delivery, disregarding function,  
preferring the form from which it comes.  
 
—Chiara DeLuna  
  



REALIZATIONS IN THE KEY OF “F” 
 

by 
 

Jessica Van den Ancker 
 
 

Despite feeling like a socially inept twelve-year-old girl who still wishes 

she were a flying horse or a superhuman able to telekinetically melt someone’s 

face off, at age forty, I’ve recently noticed an awe-inspiring phenomenon—latent 

memories. Whether sparked by a conversation, song lyrics, or some other 

means, realizations about my childhood and its impact on the person I’ve 

become have recently surged into my consciousness at warp speed.  

The latest instance occurred while my mom was visiting. She and I 

ventured out for a stroll around the neighborhood, and when we returned, my 

husband was playing a video game. Within five minutes of our return, we bore 

witness to a flurry of F-words flying from his mouth as if he were in the throes 

of a Tourette’s attack. When he realized my mom was present, he apologized. I 

cringed, head swiveling from my husband to my mom to survey the damage, 

but she was smiling. Peculiar. 

Dinner was next on the agenda, so Mom and I exited to clean up. 

Readying herself more quickly than I, she was watching my husband fly 

helicopters around San Andreas when I entered the family room. As we waited 

for him to finish the game, the word oozed from my husband’s mouth as if he’d 

been infected by some intellect-draining disease that narrowed the breadth of 

his vocabulary down to the mother of all curse words. I looked to Mom. 

Nothing. No shock, no awe. I didn’t know whether to be worried or relieved.  



The following day, we had lunch reservations at a popular gastropub. On 

our way to the restaurant, a car darted in front of us, and yet another “f***” fell 

from my husband’s mouth. Approaching record-breaking F-word-around-the-

parents territory, he apologized once again. My mom promptly advised that he 

had been piloting the F-bomber for the past few days. My heart pounded so 

hard that it took my breath away, and a sweat mustache formed on my upper 

lip. Then, my mom relayed a story about her language on the tennis court. 

Apparently, when things got hairy, she referred to on-court happenings as 

“cluster-fucks.” She chuckled about some of her teammates’ distaste regarding 

her naughty courtside language.  

And then it hit me. I was aware of my mom not only as my mother, but 

also as a person. No longer was she the perfect lady I had placed upon an 

idealistic pedestal. She was real. A person. A woman in her own right. 

And in this moment, a lifetime of events unfolded. Suddenly, I 

remembered a school bus carving its way through an April deluge, eager to 

dump a load of elementary-aged monsters at Buckeye Lake Estates. The benign 

rolling bumblebee lurched to a stop in front of the mobile home office, a faded 

mustard- and eggshell-colored double-wide propped atop a series of tallish 

concrete supports straddling a small creek. With a metal-on-metal hiss, the 

bus door opened, and kids reluctantly poured out. A second grader, I was one 

of those kids, and I scurried after a few classmates aiming for the relative 

shelter beneath the office building, the place where my relationship with 

cursing began.  

The ground below the office was V-shaped, with steep banks on either 



side of the stream. Rain swelled the creek, and the thirsty creek bed gulped the 

excess water, morphing chapped dirt into a squishy quagmire perfect for 

crafting mud pies. I don’t remember exactly how it started—by shoving match 

or by balance incident—but one of my friends ended up butt-side-down in the 

mud. Based on my friend’s temperament, I don’t think this action alone 

would’ve angered him enough to expel a flurry of expletives; however, his 

Trapper Keeper launched into the air, pierced the mud like an arrow, and sunk 

several inches into the muck. 

He suctioned himself out of the mud and rushed to the Trapper Keeper. I 

watched in horror as he dislodged the ruined folder holder, red Lamborghini 

spattered and marred. And that was it. Suddenly, he was Bruce Banner 

transformed into the Hulk of expletives, obscenities spewing from his mouth as 

if he were possessed by a demon. This was the first time my tender ears heard 

“fuck.” 

From that day forward, my friends and I, desperate to grow up, met for 

thirty-minute after-school cursing sessions underneath the office building. It 

took a few weeks, but I eventually mustered enough courage to utter the 

mother word. I had no idea what it meant, but as soon as the word left my 

mouth, a wave of guilt crashed over me. The overwhelming feeling of wrongness 

was so strong, I avoided the space beneath the office as if my mother had 

bugged it, and I stopped cursing altogether. 

You see, “fuck” had never been uttered at my house (at least not in my 

presence). In fact, before my friend’s Trapper Keeper free-for-all, the worst 

expletive I’d heard was “shit,” which, of course, I found hilarious—partly 



because it was reserved for when someone did something stupid or clumsy, 

and partly because I had a grandma who had a propensity for saying, “Well, 

shit!”  

When I was nine, my mom married a retired Lt. Colonel, U.S. Army. The 

swearword frequency at our household increased nearly threefold, from roughly 

two words per week to a whopping six (except for the teen phase when every 

other word from my big sister’s mouth was “dick”). However, the F-bomb 

eluded the obscenities rotation, thus solidifying its taboo status. 

It was high school before I resumed my foray into cursing. However, the 

mother of all curses dodged my vocabulary until 1994, when I married a squid 

and moved to Norfolk, Virginia. After my marital indoctrination into the curses-

like-a-sailor club, it became downright unnatural not to use “fuck” in a 

sentence. Twenty-plus years later, a friendship—forged from the metal of girl 

solidarity—and my potty mouth were the sole survivors from my time in 

Virginia.  

Nearly fifteen years ago, I married my soul mate, a man who does not 

equate my cursing to a limited vocabulary or intellect. Over the years, he and 

my stepdad became quite close. A history buff, my husband loved hearing 

about my stepdad’s exploits in Korea and Vietnam—stories from which my 

sister and I were sheltered, just as we were sheltered from “fuck.” 

By this time, my parents had still only sworn when conversationally or 

circumstantially appropriate. Needless to say, the fact that my parents hadn’t 

uttered a single “fuck” in front of me made me return the favor.  

When melanoma stole my stepdad in 2009, my family was devastated. 



Shortly thereafter, my husband and I were reminiscing about my stepdad. 

Despite the obvious, I was shocked to learn my stepdad’s colorful war stories 

had also been peppered with colorful language, festooned with F-bombs. And 

although I had witnessed over twenty years of my stepdad pampering my mom 

and sheltering us girls from gritty war stories, the fact that he restrained his 

language around us, aside from a few “shits” and “assholes,” cemented one 

thing in my mind: My stepdad was not only a true gentleman, but he was the 

ultimate gentleman. Somehow, the absence of “fuck” in my life birthed this 

revelation. 

Perhaps I’m placing too much importance on just one word; however, 

“fuck” has provided more insight into my parents as people than I ever could’ve 

gleaned on my own. In essence, the absence and resurgence of “F” has changed 

my life. 

  



DIACHRONIETY 
 
Your language is stunned 
with itself, caught in mirrors 
on rotating wheels and plastic 
smiles. The ghosts in language  
regard your language as dead,  
synthetic, fused from wires 
behind clocks and inside all the ways  
a slug can move with such muscle.  
Yours is the power of saying nothing  
with all the strength of forethought,  
passion of sugar packets, 
breadth of serenity. What 
will you do with this speech, 
heavy as honey but stolen? 
Say breath and the air 
will be enough. Say 
loss and it will be so.  
 
—Joddy Murray 
  



AT THE FUNERAL 
 
So now we say good-bye. 
It has been a good life. 
 
It has been sad, too, at 
times, my grand sadness, for 
 
which I apologize. 
There have been small beauties. 
 
You may have heard me sing 
them. You’ve come to say 
 
good-bye and the earth keeps 
spinning. That’s the nature 
 
of things, to keep on 
keeping on. Yes, there might 
 
be a hole in the world 
where you used to see me. 
 
Yes, absence makes the heart 
grow sadder. But lift up, 
 
friends, and don’t say this is 
the end. Look to the stars. 
 
That is where you’ll find me. 
 
—Tom Montag 
  



THE RIVER’S BED 
 

by 
 

Laura D’Amelio 
 
 

The sun rose. A body on the riverbed, dry heat from the sky. Two white 

pills sitting on a crocheted runner by the bed. 

She slept through the night and woke up feeling guilty. She sat upright, 

perching on the edge of the mattress and letting the sheets fall. It was 6 a.m. 

and the heat was already unbearable. The leaves of nearby trees hung weakly. 

The small stone and cement town, settled into the Portuguese hillside, rested 

under a blanket of wavering heat. From her bedroom, in a house that jutted 

out of rock, Lena could see the rooftops quiet in orange and beige to her left. 

Years before she was born, her family had built this house by hand, 

overlooking stepped rows of vegetables and a few chained animals. To her right, 

the main road wound out and across a river chasm to the next hillside, then on 

around rocks until it reached the sea, tourists dipping their toes into salty 

water. 

When she blinked, she saw Thiago’s face, pale and shadowed by the late-

summer sun. Two days ago they had been sitting in his car. He was waiting for 

her to leave. What had he said? 

“They should have never built that bridge. It’s just tempting us.” 

She knew that “us” meant the whole town—as if despair lurked in the 

bricks of the houses, in the dirt the tomatoes struggled in. But his words 

seemed to make him feel brave. He was the martyr for his parents’ cause. A 



victim of the town. He liked this thought so much, he had written the word 

“martyr” in chalk on the walls that held back the mountain from their houses. 

His attempt at big-city graffiti, the letters just dust. “Tempting us to cross it.” 

She said it softly, just to remind him. If he heard her, he made no sign.  

She pressed her toes against cool floor to stop her thoughts, to feel the 

relief that the sea would bring. The sea was the only water for miles, but it 

would parch your skin and kill your plants. The countryside had been dry for 

years. The bridge now crossed a line of river rock that passed between 

mountain bosoms that had rarely felt a drop of sweat. No one had water to 

spare since the 1940s. Poverty meant all birds had been hunted, killed, and 

eaten. Lena had no cheerful chirping to signal the day. Her grandmother used 

to say that the birds had fallen from the sky because they couldn’t take the 

heat, plopping down right at her feet, their necks still twisted skyward. But no, 

their bones had been picked, and everyone had licked their lips. 

Thiago had warned her. They were after him too. She denied this. Not 

everyone in the town—not even anyone—wished for another death. But this 

town of grandparents clung to the idea that lives spoken about in hushed tones 

solve themselves. This is how their generation survived, when most of the town, 

their sisters and brothers, had abandoned it for North America or Australia 

during the war. Now sixty years later, their children had left for work and 

money. Raised by those who always stayed behind, these grandchildren were 

forced to hold jobs, to marry, to keep the town alive. 



Many of these grandchildren failed, and so did the town. Away from the 

larger cities, jobs were few and education was considered optional. Take care of 

the garden, clean the house, or marry—for these things, school wasn’t needed. 

It was a town of people who liked to keep things just the way they were; 

it helped them forget the days passing by. Crumbling homes were patched with 

more rocks and mud, just like they were made almost a century ago. Their 

house dresses were stitched with linens their grandmothers had weaved, and 

while the few stores in town brought in new sheets, no one had the modern 

mattresses they fit. The satellite TV channels and websites they could see gave 

them a picture of two worlds: politics fanning the flames of a failing economy 

and the rich hope of dramas from the U.S., dubbed in Portuguese. 

At eighty, a day spent sitting in the sun was relaxing: At eighteen, Lena 

found the days ate away at her, chips of time flaking off in the heat. The 

depression that followed was medicated but did nothing to cool her. The pills 

from the only doctor in town were considered the best option, according to him, 

and appeared to be the solution each parent and grandparent wanted: feel 

better quickly, there’s work to do. 

Lena’s job was to tend to the garden and animals so that they could eat. 

Her parents had left three years ago to find jobs and send money that came in 

rumpled open envelopes with messengers who passed through town. Her 

grandmother, who lived in a small cement room off the kitchen, took the money 

to pay for water, coffee and sugar, things they couldn’t grow. Lena rarely even 

saw the envelope; it was usually burned in the kitchen fire by the time she 

came home. 



When she first knew Thiago as a kid running through stepped fields of 

beans, he had been quick to laugh and find shapes in the clouds. His parents 

left when Lena’s had and they relied on each other for laughter. School was 

something he had grown to hate; it was work he yearned for, to keep money 

coming in as was expected. When two years went by without any pay, he sat 

angry, tossing rocks off the roof in a cracking plastic chair. His neighbors, 

distant relatives, sent for the same doctor that eventually saw Lena. 

* * * 

She dressed slowly in work clothes, browned at the knees from dirt and 

dust, pale from the sun. She dressed with her back to the window overlooking 

the hills, their forests thin and parched. She had once relished the joy of 

growing the plants from seeds, watching them bloom and provide. Now as they 

turned brown and dormant, she wished to do the same: sleep all day until the 

cool night air woke her gently. Instead a yellowing apron hung on the doorknob 

was strung around her waist to hold anything she’d carry, though it was little 

these days save for the pills, slipped in deftly and without thought. The apron 

and the pills laid out by her grandmother. 

Thiago’s last job had been for a bakery in a nearby city, carting in flour 

until his shoulder hurt and hung low. It paid for his gas and lasted a week. He 

longed for a steady job, no matter what it was. He would disappear for days, 

hitchhiking to cities to find work only to be chased out by older men hoping for 

the same job. Years of abuse by the country’s politicians had left the economy a 

mess with no broom large enough to sweep it up. He would come back from the 

city upset, spouting the complaints of older men: aches and pains, the 



unfairness of immigration, the lack of will to endure another pointless 

afternoon. His parents hadn’t called or written in two years, and his 

grandfather’s hacking cough meant bloody towels littered his house—a place 

Thiago had long ago stopped cleaning. 

His pills were the dull pink of newborn piglets. They rattled in the glove 

compartment of his car as he took the mountain turns. Her first pills, from the 

same doctor, had warmed in her apron pocket for three days before she fed 

them to the pigs.  

* * * 

She padded down the stairs and toward the door, striking her hand 

against the plastic bead curtain to let her out into the sun. After a few steps on 

the small patio, she was into the first rows of vegetables. The thorns and 

thistles lining the path leaned toward her, reaching for toes and skin to 

nourish their dry arms. The tomatoes’ stalks were weak and shared no shade. 

The thistles were left to steal from dying neighbors. 

Although the bridge was built before she was born, the concrete was 

bright in the sun as if it were new and shone in the corner of her eye. The 

bridge made it easy to cross the chasm between the two mountains, made it 

easy to connect, made it easy to walk to the middle of its smooth pavement 

when the rare car wasn’t passing through. People or goats or pigs stopped to 

look from its edge to the riverbed below. 

She imagined him falling, in a swan dive, arms outstretched and arching 

behind him, his zippered sweater for the night chill open and fluttering at his 

sides. She imagined it even in the harsh sunlight, his body thrown confidently. 



It was the only way she could imagine it. Thiago had threatened to do it, had 

planned the day, and she pleaded with him not to. He had been sympathetic to 

her tears, but she knew that he only felt bad for her sadness.  

She scattered seed to the clutter of chickens a safe distance from her feet 

and fought off the urge to close her eyes to the heat. They ran to peck the 

ground around her, then rushed back to avoid her footsteps. The pigs 

squealed, the mess under their hooves giving off a stench, sour and thick. It 

mixed with the scent of burning grass, making the air heavy even in the break 

of morning when she knew the world around her should be fresh. 

“The pigs are hungry.” He had been staring out from her kitchen window 

a few days ago. The snorts of the pigs harmonized with the crickets in the dusk 

light. She watched the back of his head as she rolled out dough for bread. The 

bridge beyond glowed blue in the fading light. “They don’t need you, you know. 

They could be free and eat whatever. What life is this for them?” 

Had she responded? In her memories, she is always quiet. He had never 

cared for animals, passing strays while she took pity. 

* * * 

Lena left the field and her house wordlessly, her grandmother washing 

greens in the shade of a dying grape vine. She made her way along a quiet 

stretch of gravel road, listening to the scratch beneath her shoes, toward a 

three-room schoolhouse. The sun hit her shoulders, tingling her skin as she 

watched small children enter the pale pink building near the town square. It 

had been red once, garnished with quotations from the Bible. There were no 



grades left to complete at this school for Lena, but it was the one place her 

grandmother expected her to go daily, so used to habit. 

The two teachers who guided students through grammar and math 

greeted her the same as every other day. By this time in the morning, Lena 

knew, everyone would know what Thiago had done. She had lost count some 

time ago of the young men and women in town who had killed themselves or 

gone missing. Today, once out of her daily chores, she waited for the day to be 

different. She wanted outrage and anger from others, though even she wasn’t 

sure she felt anything more than sadness. It twisted her gut in sharp bursts. 

One other girl her age, Agata, helped the younger students master 

crayons and scissors. Agata said little more than she had to. They were both 

here for the same reason: to become a teacher, if the town ever got the money 

for a new position. Lena found herself pausing, breathing heavily as she put 

away papers an hour later, and Agata flitted around the room, cheering 

students through their successes. The younger teacher tapped her on the 

shoulder, but Lena didn’t look up. The teacher squeezed her hand. “Lena, try 

up north. I hear they are looking for tutors.” 

She left an hour later, winding through the three main streets in town, 

her chest feeling heavy. She turned down a side dirt road to climb the hill to 

Thiago’s home and only had to go halfway up when she found his car there, a 

faded green compact, patchy and unreliable. She cupped her hands to the 

window and could feel the heat built up inside. She hadn’t expected a letter or 

an explanation; she simply wanted to see the last place he had sat. It was a 



messy car; strewn with stray pieces of paper, empty bottles. The keys were still 

in the ignition. 

She felt the blood in her whole body pause. When the pounding restarted 

in her ears, she reached for the door handle and swung it open. She sat on the 

vinyl seat, a green the color of bile, and felt the heat sear into her legs. 

Grabbing the keys, she held on tightly, leaving a red impression on her 

fingertips. She considered this a gift from him, whether he had meant it or not. 

With a turn of her hand, the car grumbled to life, shaking with age. The 

gas meter was near empty; she would need to find money. She turned off the 

car and rummaged through its armrest and under the seats but found only 

enough change for a drink. She put it in her pocket, locked the car, and spent 

the walk home calculating how long it would take for her to fill the tank. She 

thought of the worksheets the children used at the school, their crooked 

numbers always adding up to the wrong total.  

* * * 

“This one came without money.” Her grandmother gestured dismissively 

at the paper on the table when Lena got home. Freed from the envelope, the 

paper held a few lines of messy scrawl. She leaned heavily on her right leg, 

holding on to the stove with a tight grip. She was losing her balance more each 

day. 

Lena rested on a teetering wicker chair and picked up the paper, now 

stained from the kitchen table. Her father asked for money, any of their 

savings. He wrote as if writing to her grandmother, though he knew she 

couldn’t read. Rent was high in the city, he said, and her mother needed 



medicine; she had a problem with her lungs. But don’t worry, he ended, a bit of 

money would see them through.  

There was nothing to send except Lena herself. Her grandmother 

watched her read the letter, but didn’t question her. Instead Lena felt her eyes 

burn on her skin. Her grandmother took her in fully, committing to memory 

her size and space as if to know what description to give the police when she 

went missing. 

* * * 

The sun was heavier when Lena woke the next morning. Her pills, her 

apron, and her life waited in the rays of sunshine burning stripes across her 

room. She made her way down to the garden where the pigs slammed their 

hooves on the sides of the stalls, splashing mud on the dented and nicked 

wood. With their feet up on the stall door, it forced their snouts out from the 

shade of the thin tin roof and into the sunshine. Their noses twisted and 

twitched, and she thought if you only saw one part of this animal, how 

horrifying it would be. 

To see life one piece at a time: no job, her mother sick, her grandmother 

ailing, Thiago gone, each part sent a pain to her stomach. She had left Thiago’s 

car keys under her pillow, hoping her grandmother wouldn’t find them. She 

would snatch them up greedily, like the pigs feeding, like her father’s letters 

asking for more. Lena was too scared to bring the keys out to the field with her, 

to drop her opportunity down a cliff or see them disappear into the pigpen. A 

corner of her heart felt freed by the thought of rumbling away in Thiago’s car, 

the rest of her body trembled. She had to will herself to still her hands, to ready 



for gripping the steering wheel to at least the next town. How far would she 

get? She wondered if the same question had crossed Thiago’s mind just two 

nights ago. 

The wood and hinges creaked under the pigs’ weight, they were almost 

ready for slaughter. She watched them snort through their meal, thumping and 

pushing each other violently. There wasn’t always enough food to go around, 

and today was no exception. 

They looked at her, waiting for more. Her existence on the farm gave 

everyone, everything, someone to rely on. Free of her, they could find their own 

way—a thought that immediately sent her smiling at the sky. She looked down 

on the pigs and reached her hand to the edge of the door to unlock the latch. If 

there wasn’t enough food for them here, let them find their own. Thiago had 

been right. She walked away toward the drying tomato stalks while their 

squealing got louder. She heard the stall doors creak from the weight pushed 

on them. Her heart began to thump, and she quickened her step. She heard 

the splinter of wood as they met their freedom. 

There was the squeal of a pig and then the sounds of rustling in the too-

dry plants. She turned and, for a moment, saw the blue sky for its pure color—

like the reflection off water. She felt a coolness on her neck as the pigs threw 

themselves against her legs, buckling her at the knees. They threw her off the 

path, the dirt thrown up by their hooves and by her own feet. The sounds of 

the pigs faded quickly as her body tumbled over rock and twigs. She let her 

hands open and felt the rain of pebbles as she twisted down the mountain, a 



rain of small white pills. As the sun came and went from her view, she thought 

of the relief of the once-cool waters of the river below.   

  



GHOST STORIES 
 

by 
 

Nicole Alexander 
 
 

He sits on a bench near a bus stop, so I don’t have to get too close to the 

shelter he’s been living in for the past few months. But I realize this after the 

fact. He looks at me as I pull the car up. I’m angry for a moment and stare at 

him hard, as if to say why the hell are you sitting there? The wrinkles on his 

face seem deeper than the last time I saw him, his suffering written in the 

creases. He stands up, eager, like a puppy delighted by my arrival. Gives me a 

toothless smile that stabs with both forgiveness and shame. My face softens. 

“Hi, Dad,” I say in a gentle voice. 

We drive to a diner for lunch. It is one in a series of depressing diners 

that we will visit throughout this time period. We talk about inconsequential 

things. I reassure him that, yes, I am doing fine, more than once, even though I 

am not doing fine. I am dangling by a precarious thread, utterly lost, deeply 

sad and broken. But I do not admit this to anyone, not even to myself. Despite 

his bleak situation, my father still manages to impart wisdom, to see the bigger 

picture. “Life is what you make of it, baby” with a hint of a smile that suggests 

that, even if I don’t know it now, I am okay.  

I drop my father back off at the shelter, this shabby concrete building on 

a quiet road in Westchester County. A road that I am familiar with but a 

building I never knew existed that is, oddly, down the street from the Wings of 

Westchester, the restaurant my father drove to every morning in his former life. 



He nearly bought Wings, as we called it, if it wasn’t for a stranger outbidding 

him; and this seemed to be the turning point that marked my father’s 

downward descent. His inability to buy Wings represented, I think, a 

cumulative failure, a last shot at “making it.” During these times of extreme 

vulnerability, my dad escaped life via his myriad addictions: In this case, he 

turned to gambling. He did well, as he recalled, for a period of time, following a 

method passed down to him by “wise, old gamblers.” It worked for about five 

months until he lost everything. 

Wings was located inside the small Westchester County airport. Despite 

the location, the restaurant was well-known, and they catered to the likes of 

Elizabeth Taylor. There was a corner table with a wrap-around cushioned 

bench that I liked to bounce on, and an enormous (to my child eyes) window 

overlooked the runway. The best seat in the house. When my mother and I 

visited my father at work, we always sat there if it was available. My dad knew 

how much I loved to hear and see the planes ascending and disappearing into 

the sky. If Rosemary, my favorite waitress, wasn’t in sight when we arrived, I’d 

ask my father, concerned, where she was; and he’d encourage me, a smile 

forming, to go find her. I’d make my way through the kitchen, basking in the 

attention of the kitchen staff, to the adjoining diner where she also worked 

behind the counter. She’d make a big show of my arrival, pulling me toward 

her and wrapping her soft arms around me, enveloping me in her perfume-y 

scent.  

* * * 

I silently repeat my father lives in a homeless shelter, grasping for 



meaning. Words like unwelcome strangers. Sounds of an unfamiliar language I 

am forced to focus on and dissect in order to understand. I both push away 

and pull these words closer, like a dysfunctional relationship.  

I stop on the side of the road by the entrance.  

I cannot bring myself to pull into the driveway.  

My father opens the car door and half smiles, then catches himself, 

conscious of his missing teeth. His face looks like it is caving in on itself. It’s 

difficult for me to look at him, the same man who appeared strong in my youth, 

who took me on adventures, like driving to the town of Sleepy Hollow to search 

for the Headless Horseman and going on hunts in the woods to sneak a peak at 

the Banshees, small, magical creatures that resided in the woods. The 

Banshees, my father explained to two fascinated little girls, hid when they 

heard footsteps and voices, so we had to tiptoe and whisper if we wanted to see 

them. My cousin and I obeyed dutifully, practically holding our breath in hopes 

of lulling the small creatures out of their hiding spots. I can still remember the 

way I felt on the day we drove to Sleepy Hollow; how I was, naturally, terrified 

but also exhilarated by the idea of meeting, coming face-to-face with the 

Headless Horseman of my storybook. Did he exist? Did I want him to exist?  

As my father gets out of the car, he glances back at me: “We have arrived 

at my castle.” An attempt to lighten the mood. And then, after noticing my 

pained expression, “It’s not as bad as it looks.” But I know that’s a lie.  

I drive away as he walks toward the shelter, his new home. I am both 

stunned and numb. Stunned by what my brain is struggling to comprehend 

and numb to emotions that are too painful to feel. I cannot cry. I am simply 



stuck.  

* * * 

It’s winter 2013 and I am listening to words that I have been both 

expecting and fearing for years. The police officer overwhelms me with details, 

stating that there was a lot of blood on the floor as if he’s depicting a crime 

scene. My dad apparently fell hard on his head/face, but the cause was 

unknown. He managed to get himself to his bed and died there with hands on 

his chest. This image of my father in pain is difficult to take in. The officer 

speculates that it may have been a heart attack, but I know this isn’t the truth. 

When I call my mother and then my brother, I am somehow calm. My 

words come out as matter-of-fact.  

“Dad died last night.”  

My mother gasps, “What? I just spoke with him the other night.”  

I tell her what the officer told me, as if to offer proof.  

My brother doesn’t answer his phone. He sends me a text saying he’s 

studying, asking if everything is okay. He and I have lived like this, on alert, for 

many years. I ask him to call me, and when I hear his voice I know that he 

already knows.   

* * * 

My dad rolls up his sleeve and lowers his elbow onto a table as if 

preparing for an arm wrestle and with his other hand picks up a shiny quarter. 

I watch with wide eyes as he slides the quarter up and down the back of his 

forearm. He stares at his arm as if this takes great focus, great care, but 

despite his efforts the quarter repeatedly falls from his grip, bouncing and 



settling with a clank on the hard surface. He shakes his head each time, a 

twinkle in his eye as he picks the quarter back up and begins again. My child 

eyes absorb each moment. My dad is a magician. I have seen this trick many 

times, but it never fails to fascinate me as he slowly opens his hand. Nothing 

falls out. The quarter has vanished.  

“Where did it go?” I squeal, mystified.  

“Magic,” he laughs. 

* * * 

A few days after we receive the news, my brother and I drive to our 

father’s home to clean it out. We have not planned well. We don’t even know 

where the rental office is so we can get the key. We stand outside the small 

condo for a few minutes, just staring blankly at the door, the broken door knob 

(wondering what happened to it), the mailbox, taking in the fact that our father 

is no longer here. When my brother walks back to the car to get his cell phone, 

I peer through the window into the kitchen and see blood on the floor.  

At the rental office, the manager greets us, exclaiming: “You guys are 

cute!” I guess, given my father’s condition, she wasn’t expecting us to appear 

youthful and healthy. She gives us the key to our father’s home, reminiscing. 

She says that he came to visit her often, ostensibly to ensure that his rent 

check had cleared but, she confides with a smile, she believes it was really 

because he enjoyed her company. I smile back—a touch of gallows humor 

momentarily relieving my heart—because he likely was in fact concerned each 

month that his rent check had bounced. Money and my father did not mix. 

And even though the years had not been kind to him, my father did not lose his 



ability to charm the ladies. 

We are back at our dad’s place with the key. Matt warns me that there is 

blood on the floor, and I say that I know. When we walk inside, we momentarily 

freeze, taking in the conditions he has been living in. Haphazard. Careless. 

Broken. It’s as if my father was an intruder in his own life. 

I stare at the empty living room windows that allow anyone walking by to 

see inside, the ones we discussed him getting blinds for when he moved in four 

years ago. I remember telling him that it would make the place more “homey.” 

We walk around the small, one-bedroom condo aimlessly for a few minutes, 

trying to organize our brains. I walk in and out of the bedroom, trying to make 

sense of the crumpled blood-stained sheets, the random bags and suitcases of 

clothing scattered around his bedroom floor. Matt is angry. “How could he live 

like this?” I look inside the bathroom. There are blood fingerprints on the 

towels, on the wall. I wonder what happened that night, what chain of events 

lead to him falling, why he couldn’t “break his fall” and, mostly, if he suffered. 

I attempt to sort through the bags and suitcases of clothing that have 

been sitting there for god knows how long. I stuff clothing into garbage bags, 

trying to organize, but my brain is still confused. Matt is looking through 

baskets of receipts and papers, the familiar pink lotto tickets, shaking his head 

and saying, “Dad didn’t throw anything out.” There is no order to anything, just 

piles of junk. Everything smells of stale, toxic cigarette smoke. But I am getting 

used to the smell. Everything seems tinged in a sickly, sad yellow.  

We visited a handful of times over the years, but mostly my dad would 

travel to us. I never felt comfortable visiting him here, seeing him living in such 



a sad, lonely way. His place was always tidy and clean though, not like it looks 

now. I told myself repeatedly over the last several months that I would go see 

him, but I kept putting it off, saying “next week,” avoiding what I knew but 

didn’t want to face: that he wasn’t doing well again, that he was never going to 

change. We make piles of things to throw out and things to keep, and as we 

gather stuff, we walk around the blood as if it isn’t there.  

I’m in the bedroom when Matt shows me two notebooks. I take them and 

stare. I begin to read aloud my father’s words, his stories. “Born Achilles 

Alexander…” I pause, thinking we should get back to work. “Keep going,” Matt 

insists. As I read about our father’s life, I pause every few sentences as new 

information sinks in, as pieces to the puzzle join together. Like the mythical 

hero my father shared his name with, he had a vulnerable spot with deep 

roots, a point of trauma that could not be cured.  

We agree that we should get back to work, and I place the notebooks 

carefully, like treasures, in the box with his books. We stand staring at the 

mess of bags and boxes. I think about the stories my dad told me when I was 

young: stories of his adventures as a child in Oxford, England and then in 

Brooklyn, New York. One, I vaguely recall, involved him running home naked, 

hiding behind bushes for cover, because a neighborhood rascal stole his 

clothing when he and friends went for a swim in a lake. In another, he and his 

brothers and friends were chased across a golf course, which I imagine they 

were trespassing in, by angry geese and forced by said angry geese to climb 

over an impossibly tall fence. To my child ears, there was a mythical quality to 

his stories, an element of the surreal. I wanted to hear them over and over. 



We fit what we can in Matt’s car and leave the rest to be thrown out. I 

struggle with a few bags that my brother claims won’t fit in his car and that we 

don’t need. He’s right: Everything reeks of smoke, and will be difficult to donate 

because of that, but I cannot bear to leave his shoes behind. Matt tells me that 

he thinks I’m acting a little crazy, like one of those hoarder people who can’t let 

go of their possessions. We laugh because I know there is some truth to what 

he’s saying, even as I stuff the bags in question into the backseat. Matt is 

annoyed, worried that the smell of smoke will stay in his car, and I know on 

some primal level it is a fear of our father’s demons, his suffering, infiltrating 

our lives. My brother has worked hard to clear himself of these demons: no 

stranger to the destruction of addiction. I am teetering between finding my way 

and no-man’s-land, a dance between fulfilling my potential, stepping into my 

authority, and turning away from it, abandoning myself. I am more like my 

father than I want to admit.  

We walk back inside one last time, and I stare at the blood. We cannot 

avoid it any longer. I say that I’m going to clean it, and Matt looks at me with 

an expression that says you don’t have to do that. But it feels to me like an 

insult to leave our father’s blood on the floor and like something I must do, 

something I need to do. I grab paper towels and cleaner and begin to wipe his 

blood away. Matt grimaces. “Take more paper towels,” he insists, adamantly, 

handing me a wad even though I already have a lot. The cleaning of my father’s 

blood feels symbolic: Perhaps it will help me to clean my own, to let go of the 

past, and at the same time connect my father and I on a spiritual level. In the 

months after his death, I will feel my father’s presence, his support and love in 



moments when I am flailing.  

We head home. We have to make a few trips from the car to the 

apartment to carry everything inside, and I hold the elevator so we can fill it 

up. Matt says, half bitterly, half jokingly, that we are fools to be carting this 

stuff, this junk around. The bags and boxes are heavy, and by the time we get 

upstairs, we’re tired, weary. The smell of smoke is pungent, more noticeable to 

me than before. I make sure to keep the box with his journals and books 

separate. I also hold onto his cell phone.  

When my mother returns home, she stares, momentarily startled, 

overwhelmed. “Dad had a lot of stuff,” she says, as if it’s funny. I immediately 

snap back, defensive, that he did not, that it looks like a lot now because it’s 

sitting in one room. Then I sigh and tell her that I thought we could donate 

most of it. I stare at my dad’s sneakers. I think he got them from the V.A. and 

used them for his long morning walks, during the periods when he was on the 

mend, reading the Dali Lama and attending AA meetings. His empty shoes 

sitting in the doorway hit a vulnerable place deep inside me.  

I tell my mom, suddenly, that I think we should bring everything to the 

donation bin down the street. It’s late—around 9 p.m.—but she agrees without 

hesitation, and we begin carting the boxes and bags to her car. We pull up next 

to the bin at a gas station, and I feel as though we are doing something 

wrong—a feeling that has been with me for most of my life—and 

simultaneously I feel that we are doing something necessary. We empty the car 

and then our arms of the heavy bags, letting them fall one by one into the bin.  

The arms are an extension and a reflection of the heart, and as I release 



my father’s belongings into the bin and unload my body of his life, I 

understand that I am somehow freeing myself, freeing up space in my heart. It 

is a process of letting go. 

I look up for a moment at the dark, starry sky and silently thank my dad 

for all that he taught me. Yes, Dad, I still believe in magic. 

  



AND GOD AIN’T FAMILY 
 

by 
 

Eské Misúko 
 
 

Each Sunday, you stop at Trini’s Delicacies and Doughnuts where Ms. 

Trini, a little Korean lady with a small frame and the big picture, serves up the 

latest hood scandal along with a baker’s dozen of doughnuts stuffed into a 

white paper sack. You board the Downtown and ride out of the city and into a 

valley of rolling green hills.   

You disembark and teeter cautiously up a steep hill, your eyes gone 

behind bug-eyed sunglasses. You walk on the balls of your feet to keep the 

spike of your high heels from digging into the grass. You reach the top and sit 

at a picnic table, looking down on a river running through the valley below. On 

a small, green rise on the other side of the river, children play on a set of 

swings and slides, while their mothers perch on benches, watching, with their 

backs against a chain-link fence.  

You sit on your own bench, your back against the picnic table, and you 

twist around to sit the doughnuts down out of the way. An old woman sitting 

on a bench nearby feeds a pair of love birds through the bars of their cage. The 

birds peck feed from her wizened fingers. When they are not eating, her birds 

trill in chorus with their sisters in the trees. You think about offering your 

thirteenth doughnut for her birds to eat, but your feet hurt and she doesn’t 

look too friendly. 

You watch the bird lady for a while, then take off your sunglasses and 



hang them by one arm from the neck of your little black dress. You tilt your 

head back and close your eyes. You listen to the sibilant whispers beneath the 

white noise of the river.  

“Mooomyyy!” 

“Maaamaa!”  

You snap open your eyes to watch your children racing toward you. They 

appear as if from nothing, renting the air. Naya, the youngest, comes in first. 

She’s her father’s child, with a devil of a smile and the sunlit eyes of an angel. 

Her hair is a bouncing cloud of black smoke held back from her cherubic face 

by a white ribbon.  

You half stand and she rocks you back in your seat with her bear hug.  

“Oh!” You say, surprised at how solid she has grown. She giggles, giddy 

in your infrequent embrace. 

The eldest comes in second, her excitement more contained—withheld—

folded and boxed away. Svelte and quiet, too full of herself, Sienna, so much 

like her mother. A breeze lifts her long, hot-comb-straight hair off her slender 

neck as she saunters into you on the legs of a weaning fawn. She snakes one 

long arm around your neck and leans into you as if weary from a long, onerous 

journey. 

You pull them both close, close your eyes, and breathe in the 

bubblegum-scented shampoo Rachel uses on their hair. You hear her 

approaching, exhale the breath; open your eyes again. Rachel stands backlit by 

the sun. You look up, squinting against the corona of light surrounding her 

towering frame. Her face is dark, just a nondescript black oval floating above 



the neck of an I Am Trayvon Martin hoodie. 

“Damn!” says Rachel. “It’s hotter than fish grease out here!” She moves to 

one side, and sunlight washes over her porcelain-white face. She’s smiling and 

fanning herself with both hands. She peels the hoodie off over her head and 

ties it around her waist, adjusting her sleeveless white T. When she sits down, 

her arm, slick with perspiration, brushes lightly against yours. You scoot away, 

still hugging the girls. They hang on, shuffling their brand-name sneakers 

through the grass. 

“Sorry,” you mumble, glancing at Rachel, pretending you were making 

room for her. The girls sit down so close to you, they’re almost in your lap. You 

untie and redo Naya’s ribbon and smooth Sienna’s already bone-straight hair. 

Rachel watches your preening, her lips frozen in a tight, ironic smile. The girls 

grin up at you, asking question after question, some of which you answer 

truthfully, some with a lie: Do you still live in our old house? No. Is your new 

house big enough for three? Yes.  

You all but forget about Rachel.  

She was born in Lafayette, she says, father black, mother white, she 

says. But she’s a towheaded, true-blue-eyed white girl to you. Whoever Rachel 

is, you know she isn’t you. She’s the new you. When you husband left you for 

her, you filled your own bed, but it hurt to look at your children without their 

father, especially Sienna who looks so much like you, so you went after him.  

You went after him at his gym and on his job. You went after him on 

their romantic dinners and concerts, and when they snuck the girls away to an 

amusement park. You went after him on her front lawn. You knew it was crazy, 



but you couldn’t stop yourself. A girl needed her father.  

You went after him on a long weekend in Las Vegas that turned out to be 

their elopement. You crashed the wedding, throwing obscenities and a bottle of 

red wine, and ended up in jail for the weekend.  

They ended up with custody of your children. 

You hate Rachel. You see her face superimposed over the other woman’s 

lying murdered at the end in of Lifetime movies. But deep inside, you know you 

could never take a life that wasn’t your own. 

Rachel flutters her long lashes, causing electric blue sparks. While you’re 

distracted, she reaches up and gingerly pats at your hair, then snatches at the 

air with both hands. “Oooo, I like your little afro, girl! It’s cah-yute!” She says. 

You cringe, but she doesn’t see. Her bright eyes flit around, never quite 

meeting yours. “You got the face for it,” she says, looking out over the hills. 

You can no longer afford your expensive lace fronts, so you cut your hair 

into a rounded coif of smoky black curls. You’re wearing a dress of the same 

soot black as your hair and cut as short that rose to there when you sat down. 

Naya’s trying to pull it down over your thighs, but she doesn’t know, doesn’t 

understand. You have seen your death, and you were wearing this little black 

dress.  

You laid on the kitchen floor of your rented upper in black and white. 

From your wrists trickled blood from thin, dark slits running down the main 

artery. The trickles pooled into movie-blood black rivers and ran down the 

white, tile floor. Your legs, posed strategically, knees pressed primly together, 

were porcelain white against your little black dress. 



“How’ve you been, Rachel?” You say in clipped, practiced English. Naya 

stands up and moves between you and Rachel and crosses her arms over her 

chest.  

“Mamma,” Naya asks, looking straight into your eyes, her own eyes razor 

sharp. “When we comin’ home?” 

“Yeah, Mommy,” Sienna says, whispering softly, her lips against ear. 

“You can tell me; I won’t tell nobody.”   

“Dang, Sissy!” Naya says, her voice trembling. “Why you aalways be 

buttin’ in? I’m tryna talk to Mamma!” 

 “Maybe you wasn’t talkin’ fast enough,” says Sienna, lifting her chin. 

Their eyes are too baleful for little girls. Matte and serious, the light gone 

out, they are the eyes of hungry children. 

When you were their mother, they were just little versions of you, who 

believed whatever you said. And they would have never talked this way. You 

made certain they used all their consonants, the way your mother taught you.   

“Boffa ya’ll shut up!” Rachel scolds your children. “Ya’ll mama was talkin’ 

to me.” She smiles sweetly over one dewy, sun-red shoulder. “We doin’ fahn,” 

she drawls. 

You shift your gaze beyond Rachel to the old lady with the birds. The 

cage sits in the sparse grass at her feet, the love birds inside, satiated, and 

swinging on their perch. Their colorful feathers are still, their small beaks 

tucked close to their flushed chests. The woman is all but hidden behind 

Rachel. All you can see of her is thick ankles in dingy beige support socks, and 

her feet in sensible shoes. 



A woman’s shoes tell a story. 

Your story left you on your knees, wearing shoes you could hardly stand 

in, taking women’s husbands in your mouth, swallowing their sorrows to fill 

your vacant heart. None of those black men left their wives like your husband 

left you for a white woman. 

Far away, like an echo over the rolling, green hills, you still hear your 

children fighting for your attention in the present, but you can barely hear 

them beneath the whispering roar of your past. 

The whispers started when you were just a child, still believing in life 

behind white picket fences.  

Your father came back home again. He ate the biggest piece of fried 

chicken your mother smilingly put on his plate, and licked grease off his 

fingers. 

He wore a Cat’s Eye ring on his third finger, and when your mother 

called bedtime and turned out the lights, he showed you how the ugly yellow 

eye glowed golden in the dark.  

They closed the bedroom door on the warm light from a bedside lamp. 

The small lamp was covered with a lovely, silk, red-and-black patterned scarf 

you’d never seen before.  

You sat on the floor in the harsh bare-bulbed light of the hallway, 

hugging your knees to your nascent chest until you had to stretch your legs. 

When he heard you moving, your father growled for you to go to bed.  

Long after they slept, you lay in bed with your hands pressed between 

your legs, thinking how that ugly yellow eye glowed so golden in the dark. 



After your father packed his bags and was finally gone for good, the 

whispers reminded you that life stories are always already, that, just like your 

father, no man would ever love you. 

“Mommy, mommy! When, when?” 

Now you believe in life on the other side of the fence. 

“Mama, when?” 

The pleading voices of your children swell up as if from a deep well. They 

nudge and shake you, forcing you back. 

“You’re going to be alright, girls,” you tell them, stumbling over the 

words. “You’re going to be fine.” Your voice is hollow and false. Rachel puts a 

hand on your back and pats.  

You turn slowly and stare at her, your eyes gone to daggers. Rachel 

moves her hand and wipes her palm down the leg of her jeans.  

“That’s if God’s willin’, and the river don’t rise,” you tell her softly. 

Rachel’s brow furrows, blank confusion flicking across her face. But the 

girls know it’s something Grandmamma said whenever she made a promise she 

couldn’t keep.  

“Soooo,” says Sienna slowly, “we’re not coming home? 

Rachel looks away, out over the river. 

“But every river rise, honey, and God ain’t family,” your mother would add 

when she thought the children weren’t listening, sniggering, making you an 

accessory to her broken promises.  

You point wide nostrils like a double-barreled shotgun at Rachel’s finely 

chiseled profile. Then grab each of the girls by an arm and shake them.  



“We’re wasting our time with this!” You shout in each of their faces. 

Rachel gasps. Her hand flies up and covers her mouth, her blue eyes wide. 

“This is our last time, our last time,” you scream, “and we’re wasting it 

with…with!” You crash to a stop, and the caged love birds finish your sentence 

with bittersweet song.  

“Our last time,” Naya says, her voice as hollow as yours. 

“I’m sorry,” you say, realizing your mistake. “Naya, Sienna, I’m so sorry.” 

You let go of their arms. 

Sienna’s eyes are big and filled with tears, but Naya’s are dry and 

narrowed. 

“Our last time before you guys come home, I meant to say.” You open 

your arms and both girls try to sit in your lap. You balance them on your thin, 

bare thighs, hugging their arms to their sides. Naya tries to fold her legs into 

your lap, her nails digging into your forearms like the claws of an unbalanced 

cat. 

After a while, Naya blows out a long, tired breath, and lets go. She slinks 

down off your lap, leaving your empty arm to deflate against your side, and 

walks a few steps away. She stands with her back to you, watching the 

children play. You let go of Sienna and smooth her clothes. She sits down 

beside you and laces her small fingers through yours.  

“I love you girls,” you whisper. 

Naya pretends not to hear, but Sienna nods and lays her head on your 

shoulder, wiping tears from her eyes. She watches her sister out of the corner 

of her eye 



Rachel uncovers her mouth and lets out the breath she’s been holding. 

She launches into her Louisiana-girl routine, all teeth and chatter. You barely 

hear her. Her routine is only the falling action rushing toward the inevitable 

end of your story.   

You look over behind Rachel for the bird lady, but she and her birds are 

gone. 

Rachel taps the face of her watch and holds it up to her ear. She points 

to the playground on other side of the river. “I think I’m gon’ take them over 

there,” she says. “To play for a while.” 

You get the doughnuts and hand them to Sienna.   

“Doughnuts,” you say. 

She takes them, dangling the grease-spotted sack from a thumb and 

forefinger. “Doughnuts,” she echoes. 

“Yeah,” Naya says without turning around. “Doughnuts.” 

“Let’s go, ladies.” Rachel stands up and Naya goes to her and takes her 

hand. Rachel holds out her other hand for Sienna. 

“I love you, Mommy,” Sienna whispers. A laugh-cry escapes your 

trembling lips. Sienna unlaces her fingers from yours and goes to Rachel, takes 

her waiting hand.  

Naya has her thumb in her mouth, her eyes set on the little playground.  

Rachel points a pinkie at you, her wedding rings flashing. “Next Sunday,” 

she says. She bites at her thin, lower lip. “We’ll, uh, wave when we get to the 

playground, OK?” She walks quickly away, your children in tow, Trayvon’s 

smiling face dancing on her bottom.  



You won’t wait until they get to the playground.  

Naya looks over her shoulder, then pops her thumb out of her mouth to 

wave good-bye. This is a Sunday for self-sacrifice. You wave back with both 

hands. A Sunday of second chances. Soon, they disappear the way they 

appeared. A Sunday to give your daughters a chance of not becoming you. You 

stand up and put on your sunglasses.  

You brush wood splinters from the backs of your thighs and tug the hem 

of your dress down as far as it will go. You look once more at the ever-rising 

river, then you turn away and start down the hill the way you came.  

You work your way down, careful on the slippery grass beneath your 

fancy shoes. You are listening intently to whispers of your life story, always 

already written, ascribed to you before you were. You were born with WOMAN 

written on your slate in black chalk; the more you try to erase the past, the 

darker, the more marred the slate.  

You found someone to marry, and give children, and he found a woman 

with hair the color of gold, eyes the color of true, skin the color of right. When 

he left, your mother asked what you did that made him go. You smirked and 

pointed to the all the family photos without husbands, fathers. 

No one escapes the primacy of her past; no one can change her future 

without self-sacrifice. 

Your knife is sharpened and waiting. 

You are almost to the bottom; you see the Downtown pulling up to your 

bus stop. When you hear laughter gurgling down the hill, you think, at first, 

that the river has babbled over and is chasing you over the sun-washed hills. 



You stop and look back. Your girls are back at the crest of the hill. They are 

laughing, jumping up down.  

“The river!” They yell. “Come up and see!” They beckon, their hands 

flapping like the wings of baby birds. They bump chests, then hips, once, twice. 

Then they disappear beneath the curve of the hill. You turn to follow, but your 

heel catches and you fall on your hands and knees. When your dress slips up 

over your hips revealing simple, white briefs, you hear the faint but clear 

laughter of teenage boys.  

Tears well and brim over. You stand up, dusting grass off your knees and 

tugging down your dress again. You feel a stomach-lurching sense of sinking 

as you stand, like being lowered slowly into the ground, feet first. Your heart 

thumps once, hard, then steadies. Swaying to and fro, your arms flailing, you 

look down. You bark sudden laughter at the sight of your last pair of designer 

shoes sinking into the mud and grass.  

You try pulling your shoe free, but your foot pops out of the shoe instead. 

You hesitate, then kick the other shoe off and down the hill, sending chunks of 

mud and grass flying. You pick up the remaining shoe. You test the weight of it 

in your hand, then draw back your arm and pitch it after its mate. The shoes 

chase one another down the hill, red bottoms flashing in the sun.  

You stare after the tumbling shoes, the cool, green grass tickling between 

your toes, then you start walking backward up the hill, a thin, grim smile set 

on your face, a thief backing away from spoil. You turn and start running, your 

arms pumping, knees high, little black dress, for once, in place. Your 

sunglasses slide off and bounce across the grass, but you keep running for the 



top of the hill.  

The wind hisses in your ears, a whispering command, ordering you back 

down to your death. 

You don’t turn back, but you will. 

You always already will.  

  



LIES AND LIARS 
 
I was lying there 
In my bed 
Thinking about lies, 
How easily the slip 
From the lips 
Of some people. 
Harmless or hurtful 
They don’t really care. 
It’s a habit, 
A defense mechanism, 
A night shield 
They use to defend 
Their precious egos. 
The truth, in the process, 
Withers and dies 
And what they don’t realize— 
Themselves along with it. 
 
One should love the truth 
And hate lies so much 
That they are not told, 
Especially poets, police, and politicians. 
If everyone could do that 
Simple little thing 
Our mothers taught us, 
Only the truth would live. 
 
—Steven W. Baker 
  



MINUTES AFTER THE END OF TIME  
 

You feel like wind  

and light on water.  
You don’t remember your name,  

but voices of all the lost  
breeze by and fade away.  
 

At first you think the moon  
in the lake is your face  
pockmarked with life and death.  
 
You cannot speak but know  
there is nothing left to say  
nor time to say it.  
 
In ripples of waterlight you seek  
communion with all you knew, find  
nothing solid in the bodiless crowd.  
 

You remember laughing  

at some joke you never got,  
the one that has gotten everyone,  
whose laughter sheds tears.  
 
In looseness of wind, light, and water,  

you hunger to build a fire. You thirst to fly away to shine  
at the end of a voyage  

where shadows do not shiver,  
and your true reflection in the water  
does not come up cold and empty.  
 
—Robert S. King 
  



TWO CELESTIAL BODIES THAT ARE NOT TEMPORAL 
 
She is truer than all the stars and moons, 
daring to live with love  
so more and more it overtook her,  
 
love itself,  
 
you, way over there young as rain, 
and me, way over here old as water, 
e-mailing our poetry like constellations  
of rarely intersecting orbits, 
breathtakingly sad in their oblong circumlocutions,  
all the same, she and I travel  
through black space in tandem, 
together or apart 
love cannot be separated 
by chronology or distance,  
memory will fade 
 
but not love,  
 
its embers ever keen  
to an uncorrupted, struck match.  
  
—King Grossman 
  



COFFEE WITH KEN 
 
One was a self-described  
fun-loving goose, a dental  
 
assistant in The City of  
Angels. Ate no pasta, said  
 
she’d blow up if she did.  
I liked her body as a topic, 
 
so I sent a smiley face and 
didn’t hear back. You don’t  
 
want to be an asshole, but  
there’s only so much time,  
 
so many women who look  
okay for their age. One texted 
 
the gun went off, she killed 
someone, not meaning  
 
to, long ago. I thought- 
bubbled, But why tell me? 
 
—Hilary Sideris 
  



WARN THE GUESTS 
 
My husband paces in the sun. His phone 
is his hammer, or chisel—how precisely 
he sculpts the one at the other end. 
I pour a flat of corn bread, 
roast a chicken crisp-skinned as she rivers 
rosemary-garlic tears. 
Caramelized cherries pop 
from a sudden douse of egg-whipped cake. 
Sometimes with a stem, I leave the pit 
inside each cherry, will warn the guests 
how serious food can be. 
 
—Kimberly Nunes 
  



THE COOK, HER KNIFE, HER PEAR 
 
While slicing a yellow pear, 
I’m remembering a sign that said, 
Void Where Prohibited, and thinking 
about the strangeness of ordinary 
language, but quickly—there’s slippage, 
slicing the tough-skinned—This knife 
 
has a mind—this blade reflecting back 
my face and through the window, 
a blue sky seen clear to—Damn, 
there was some fingertip here— 
 
now that ragged jump of red, 
living proof that a heart must beat 
to stir up this much trouble, as one hand 
tries to comfort its injured partner, 
 
which is desperate for some way out, 
out of the body. No luck, your hands, 
you two share one bed, one brain, 
one grave, you’re yoked for the duration. 
 
Between the knife and the pear, between 
the cut and the consequence— 
clarity fails me—I scurry 
for punctuation: comma, 
dash, new stanza, new pencil, 
with the note to self: find 
a metaphor, find a Band-Aid. 
 
—Helen Wickes 
  



POETRY READING 
 
Do the people look like poets? 
They look like people until they stand to read; 
faces bright with creativity, 
expectant of approval when last 
sentence fades into the minds of listeners, 
and they lift their heads with a small smile 
showing the poem’s end 
the beginning of responding smiles 
and applause given all with the courage 
to stand and read words of feelings 
important to the one person at the podium 
shared with the audience 
already thinking their own ideas 
sparked by a phrase or image shared 
stored for later when silence blooms 
another poem that might stand 
at the podium presented to listeners 
molded into other experiences 
curved around the reader eager 
in the moment of creation. 
 
—Diane Webster 
  



DANCING IN THE DARK 
 
Working the mean streets through 
the big town’s inner-city… 
Heavy sky all day, the sun stays down, 
there is no moon. 
Running the length of the city block 
lit only by an occasional streetlight, 
a chain-link wall creates a meaningless divide 
between street people and tenement dwellers. 
A large dog barks on the tenement side 
standing near a trash bin and burned-out car. 
Window shades are pulled to the sill; 
graffiti marks walls, alley, the dumpster. 
Along the other side of the fence, 
the sidewalk is slathered with black ice  
and snow slush covering broken bottle glass. 
Concave pockets in the fence mark where the 
hapless are slammed against chain links, mugged. 
A fire hydrant tilts at a twenty-degree angle. 
 
No sun, no moon, no matter. 
Sometimes footsteps can be heard, sometimes not. 
 
—Gene McCormick 
  



BECOMING COUNT DRACULA 
 
Hair oil, a center part, zinc oxide 
To whiten the complexion. Lips 
Carmine, evening wear, bow tie, 
(Omit the silver cufflinks) 
Bat collared cloak to spread aloft 
When landing on the balcony 
Where a pale blonde in a negligee trance 
Awaits the fanged kiss. 
 
A full moon grazes on a field 
Of black moire. Arrogance is also 
Required, and composure, 
As the windows of the innocent 
Swing open. And dancing pumps, 
A riveting stare across that 
Cliché of crowded rooms. Daylight 
Is to be avoided and forget confessions 
Of the coffin, the chambered cellar 
Or the curse of the undying. You know 
The ending: a good man 
With a cross and a pistol with one 
Dazzling bullet and his companion 
The old and kindly doctor 
Who wields the stake. 
 
Was it worth the disguises, you may ask, 
The bone-rattling coach ride through 
The mountains of Transylvania, the peasants 
And their platitudinous torches. A little blood, 
A little fame, the late show 
Where you styled upon the staircase 
Haughtily awaiting an introduction. 
 
—Joan Colby 
  



THE IMPERFECTION OF MY EYES 
 
I remember back in second grade 
The bell had rung and everyone left, 
but my teacher had pulled me aside 
and with my mom, she got down on one knee, 
as if lowering her height could lessen the blow— 
“Angela, you need glasses.” 
And I cried. 
I cried because the movies and books told me 
I would be a loser, 
and my mom chose the cheapest frames possible 
without a thought as to how they would actually 
frame my face. I begged her a thousand times and one 
to not make me wear them, 
but it was a tyrannical decision already made. 
I despised the little rubber pads making indents on 
my nose, and the claws that hooked behind my 
ears, anchoring the demon to my face. 
Maybe I could look at things better, 
but I hated how I looked. 
So I cried that day back in second grade 
when my teacher pulled me aside 
and told me I was imperfect. 
 

—Angela Luo 

  



 

Solitude 
—Isabella Ronchetti  



WEARING LEOPARD TO THE BREAST CENTER 
 
Big cats have always stalked your dreams. When did they spring into fashion, 
flinging their markings on cottons and silks, imbuing your legs and your 
breasts with their jungle heat? They’re everywhere—wrapped around the 
receptionist’s neck, flaunting their glamour on handbags and iPhones all over 
the waiting room. You’ve got your leopard bra on, for courage, before you hand 
your tender old girls to the technician—to be crushed. 
 
This is no Maidenform fantasy. This is the leap of a predator—her grace, her 
glory, her claws that rip flesh. This is no ten-thousand-dollar fur, requiring a 
great cat to die for your glamour, as you stride down some avenue in Vogue 
magazine. This is you wrapped in wild evocation—animal prints on your 
bedsheets, your bathrobe, your faux leopard vest. 
 
There’s a reason those big cats stalk you—track you deep into dreaming. They 
smell your nature. Remember the starving tiger, clawed at your writing hand? 
The lion in the library, said he loved you, said he’d eat you? The sad-eyed 
leopard flung herself against your four walls, frantic to break you out? Oh, 
you’ve been broken and entered, opened and eaten, ripped and reborn. Big cat 
medicine—breathing the dark in some feline belly—waking to joy, bruised and 
weeping. 
 
Grandmother Leopard come lie with me, lick me where everything aches, rough- 
tongue me back to my rainforest senses. Remember me to the base of my spine, 
where tail begins its slow motion. Remember my nose—what it knows—of earth 
smells, fungi, green growth, and scat. Remember the delicate hairs of my ears, 
the breeze as we leap through the trees. Track me through dances of shadow 
and light, from sunset to luminous bodies of night. Mark me as one of your own. 
 
—Naomi Ruth Lowinsky 
  



A FAR BREATH OF RAIN 
 

by 
 

Ruby McCarthy 
 
 

Evelyn woke up, uncertain as to why. Henry’s even breath next to her 

had abruptly stopped and had just as abruptly started again. “Old fool,” she 

muttered to herself. Throughout the decades of their marriage, Henry’s even 

breath had contained her. She had slept easily for a long time, through 

marriage, through the realization that the children would not come, through 

her working for the city, through her pursed, tight lips.  

Evelyn had had few words, even for Henry. She cared for neither the 

spontaneity of choosing words in the moment nor that she had to mind what 

she said. Other people’s memories gobbled up her few words. As the thin 

chickens did the scarce handful of dry corn when she was a very young girl. 

The hollow knock of their beaks on the frozen, burnished dirt clattered within 

her. Like pecking chickens, other people were never satisfied leaving what she 

had to say alone. They startled and whirred with rapid, sharp burrs and 

squawks, following up and demanding that she feed them more and more. 

Evelyn could not find her breath.  

In the corner, between the closet and the closed door, stood a little girl. A 

little girl with an expressionless face who wore a white dress and tights. Evelyn 

teared up, then roughly shoved the tears away. The little girl crossed through 

the far corner of the bed and left the bedroom through the outer wall.  

Evelyn pressed her hand onto the comforter where the little girl had 



crossed. That silence in Henry’s breathing chilled her. She stormed within 

herself. She would have to tell.  

The next morning the sun had yet to rise, so deep it was into winter. 

Evelyn stirred her coffee in agitation. Henry grunted from across the kitchen 

table at the clinking noise. There was only a short time here at the breakfast 

table before they would go to the community swimming pool for their laps. 

Then they would go grocery shopping because it was discount day for seniors. 

Why, Evelyn bit her lower lip lightly, did the little girl have to come on discount 

day? Then they would feel pressed to finish their other errands to get home 

before their groceries spoiled. The sun would set very soon after, and then they 

would watch their shows, work their puzzles, and Evelyn would bring in their 

swimsuits from where they hung on the balcony railing to dry completely on 

the rack by the furnace in the basement. 

How would she tell him? She had yet to sort out her own feelings about 

her ghost. Maybe waiting was the best. But no, she felt an urgency that the 

little girl wanted to be told. Isn’t that why ghosts appeared? To receive help? To 

be put to rest? But Henry’s breathing had stopped. Had he seen her?  

“Henry,” she said. The sound of her voice bounced rapidly through the 

empty cold. He gave a short, quick sigh at the interruption. He lowered the 

newspaper and looked at her in resignation. That expression was a shorthand 

for each time over the decades Henry had felt interrupted by Evelyn. 

Her intention drained away. She blushed and shook her head. Henry is 

just being Henry, she reminded herself. What could she say about that now? He 

put down the newspaper and took their coffee cups to the sink, where he 



washed them and put them in the dish drainer by the small vase of flowers she 

kept on the sill. It was time to swim. 

* * * 

The little girl ghost sat on the bed as Evelyn folded the laundry. Henry 

still wore stiff, flannel-lined work pants. They were like snapping crackers to 

fold. 

“Did…do you like graham crackers?” Evelyn asked the child. The child 

looked at her white Mary Janes. She wore white anklets, the lace-edged trim 

folded over, and white tights. 

Evelyn shut the dresser drawer on Henry’s work pants. She tingled 

through; a light static pulled her hair. Evelyn rubbed her forearms to chase 

away the goose flesh. The child gazed at Evelyn’s arms. Her expression rippled 

as did a lake with a grainy breeze brushing across the surface, but Evelyn saw 

sadness reflected on the blown child. 

“I imagined a vase of flowers always by your crib. Why couldn’t you have 

been real? Why this shameful emptiness within me instead?” Evelyn stood in 

front of the little girl ghost. “I tell, and I’m stuck with you. Shoo!” 

The little girl ghost stood up, her presence all horsetail clouds and rain 

bursting. She stood and held out her arms before Evelyn, her pale dress and 

hair spooling down as she rose. Evelyn made to take a step around her, but the 

child stepped before her, arms outstretched as any new, young thing. 

The child bowed her head. Crying openly, Evelyn stepped forward with 

open arms. 

And hugged the nothingness. 



* * * 

The next day Evelyn threaded the needle and set to mending. Early on 

Henry had teased her, pulling on the thread. She had laughed at the silly boy 

in the man. Why he thought being able to thread a needle straight through was 

something she would not know. But they’d both laugh and she’d shoo him off 

halfheartedly. Mending was peaceful with Henry.  

“You’d raise a fine daughter,” Henry had said. The needle went too deep 

and got Evelyn. She caught her breath and sucked on her finger.  

Her even stitches puckered and she laid the fabric flat on her lap, easing 

the seam with gentle pushes. That had been a bad day, a day when the unsaid 

slid, crashed down in one’s empty spaces, and buried the said. 

Mending again, the quiver in her hand fretted the thread, which snarled 

and knotted over. She put the mending in her lap, a soft choke in her throat. 

That far-gone bad day had started a slide, and the unspoken rumbled and 

crashed like thunder. The pebbles slid, one here, one there, into that deep 

cistern within her, raising her caught tears nearer to surfacing. 

She gave a short sniff and snipped the thread, knotting the seam end. 

“Here,” she muttered low, “it’ll hold.” She looked at Henry’s glove and drew the 

empty fingers across her cheek, her captured tears reaching a level place with 

her eyes. Evelyn shook her head and closed the glove up tight. She swallowed 

and her throat felt so narrow. 

“I’m afraid…I can’t,” she had told Henry. Her words were squeezed into a 

small whisper.  

“Won’t,” Henry had said.  



He had reached his hand toward her cheek, but she had turned away. 

The violence of crimson there had burned. It was as if he had gotten so very 

small and distant across something so deep and so empty that it echoed 

silence. Evelyn had said all that she could. But that honesty had faded. It had 

become a ghost, a bare and empty stalk rattling about in the cold. And now the 

shame of those words held her in the little girl’s pale gaze. She felt herself 

break inside for Henry. Of her shame and regret, and of her ghost, she would 

tell Henry.  

Evelyn threaded the needle straight through as she had done for so long, 

making Henry a kind of proud, and set to mend. With one stitch she would 

pick up that seam from where it had ended. 

* * * 

That night Evelyn creamed her face at the bathroom sink. She believed 

that ghosts were of the dead who could not leave just yet; something very 

important tethered ghosts within the fall of the lamplight of the living. What 

that was for the little girl ghost, she would not know. Her hands slowed at their 

task. She would not know the little girl and her life and her dreams, her family, 

her mother, whether she had scars on her knees from climbing higher and 

higher in the trees as Evelyn had done. Indeed, if that little girl had climbed at 

all. 

For the ghost to leave her, she would have to climb over that bad day and 

tell Henry.  

So many ways of telling him had come to her doing dishes, mending, 

rolling out pie crust, how her thoughts picked their way among their troubles 



then. So many ways where she was sad but sure and held Henry with her love 

and regret, and then the laughter would come in like a spring storm, the shoots 

magnified in their cloaks of rainfall. She would finish whatever task was at 

hand with a smile bright in her eyes, the words waiting for her, sweet as a 

lullaby.  

“So much there gone,” she said into the empty air of the porcelain and 

glass. The mask of her creamed face felt emptied of everything but her eyes, 

their flickers and speckles of chocolate colors with the pale sea-green. Her 

smile deepened the light there in them. She giggled and creamed her face with 

robust circles.  

She would find a way. 

* * * 

Evelyn opened the oven door, and the warmth and the fragrance of 

apples, cinnamon, and butter embraced her. Beef stroganoff, biscuits, and 

apple pie for supper: Henry’s favorites. He came into the kitchen, smiled at the 

aromas, and told her that he was going to wash up.  

He returned and sat at the table. A plate of biscuits, warm under a 

dishcloth, sat in the middle of the table. She brought their bowls. They bowed 

their heads for a moment and then picked up their spoons. Henry spoke. 

“Lawn mower is fixed.” He savored his first bite, wiped his mouth on his 

napkin. “We should have no troubles come summer.” With that, he broke a 

biscuit and placed half on her plate. 

She looked into his eyes. So many memories there. Her heart squeezed 

closed on the beat. 



“Henry. I saw,” Evelyn began. “That is. A morning, a few back, there 

was—” 

Henry lowered his spoon to his bowl, head down. “Gonna get cold.” 

Evelyn reached out and tugged Henry’s bowl toward her. “A little girl 

ghost. In our bedroom. Isn’t that silly? Isn’t that wonderful? She didn’t stay 

long. I don’t suppose ghosts do nowadays. Not a full-out haunting. Have you 

seen her? Have you, Henry?” Evelyn giggled, a forgotten habit of hers when she 

shared news. That giggle caught as does a spark in dry grass. Laughter ran 

through Henry, as quick and fierce as a field fire, and scorched Evelyn and 

blackened her on the inside. She slumped slightly in her chair.  

“Evelyn?” Henry called to her. She raised her head; her eyes sagged with 

exhaustion. 

The sliding glass door rolled aside with a squeal akin to a car’s failing 

drive belt. Henry was a strong man. That door had long not been opened. 

He stepped out into the evening and would not bother with the back 

porch light. He could not bide the moths at this moment, their mortal 

determination too close to his own. 

Was Evelyn still seated at the table? With the bare bulb dark, the lit 

room would reflect back to her, framed by the glass pane. He stepped deeper 

toward the railing and leaned over. The steep hillside lifted him. The Puget 

Sound lay below. The lights of the shipyard sparkled on the harbor. The black 

of the water drank in the sky.  

Shame twisted in his low belly. Evelyn deserved… She was a good 

woman. He had tried laughing with her about her ghost. Wasn’t that the point? 



To shiver and then laugh? Another set of footprints on your grave? No laughter 

had come and that emptiness within Evelyn had swallowed her a little more 

tonight. 

He exhaled long and slow as he straightened up. If he walked, he’d keep 

walking, and he was not a wandering man. He looked to the stars faded by the 

streetlights. That emptiness within Evelyn would not have him.  

He stepped back and switched on the back porch light. The moths were 

on their own now. Evelyn sat at the table. Henry gave her a nod through the 

glass. 

* * * 

Henry stopped on the basement stair and leaned heavily on the banister. 

These stairs had always been too steep. Code issues had been mentioned about 

these stairs when they had moved here for shipyard work from Nebraska. The 

grade of the hill pulled on their house and made it creak as though in a storm. 

Henry could not get the air to reach his lungs. He was just below the surface, 

his heart kicking hard for a deep drink.  

He pulled on the banister, hand over hand, dragging himself over the 

rest. He flung one arm at the door and knocked it open. Henry stood for a 

moment at the top of the basement stairs. There was the bedroom door, the 

front door, and the steps down to the kitchen. He felt he began to float until he 

saw his sweating, white reflection in the hall mirror. He did his best to fall 

forward. Can’t make those stairs a second time.  

Evelyn found Henry on the floor. His breath rasped in the shallows. Her 

hands shook. The three digits were impossible. She jammed her wrist against 



the front door handle. “Get out! Get out! Find someone with still hands!” she 

cried as she pounded the door open. “Where to? Where? Who lives here?” The 

few houses in view looked as anonymous as cracker boxes. She blinked and 

gulped air. “Run! Run! Now!” The loose gravel of the driveway pulled away from 

beneath her feet. “Don’t fall. Don’t fall.” She shaped her breathing to the words, 

and she plunged on, buckling toward the road. 

“A car! Get car! Here! Please help Henry!” Evelyn fell to her knees and 

waved her arms. “Please!” 

A sedan slowed to a stop. The driver’s window hummed smoothly down. 

That soft whir stayed with her, a smooth strand of comfort. 

“Henry!” she said in a voice raw as the November wind. She pointed back 

to the shaken house across the distance she had struggled. “Now! Please!” 

The driver and the car dissolved. Evelyn collapsed into the quiet. 

Whatever happened now would always afterward be too late. The specificity of 

that country between them was gone. As she drifted, she felt Henry’s ghost. 

* * * 

Evelyn made the bed, folding the sheet and blanket into crisp corners as 

she had been shown to do by every woman in her family. Henry had had a 

stroke, but now he had left the hospital and come home. She crossed out of the 

bedroom into the living room and descended the three stairs of their split-level 

home to the kitchen. He had brewed the coffee on the stove. A mug awaited 

her. “Thank you,” Evelyn said as she filled her mug. She turned to him, seated 

in the breakfast nook. “I feared…” Evelyn choked, so many words gone long 

fallow. She drew the space between them into her. Resting one hand on the 



counter, “You’d have been dead.” 

Henry’s now always watery eyes gazed at her openly as he chewed on the 

words that he wanted to say. His eyes called to her of swimming holes and rope 

swings and the chirp of new frogs in the moonlight. 

“We’ve got ghosts, you and I,” Evelyn said, “banded together, hand in 

hand. More so than a body would think.” Her legs weakened and she took a sip 

of her coffee. Henry chewed away and pushed against the breakfast nook table 

to raise himself. “So many, a person can feel more dead. Like grasshoppers 

covering the corn. Remember?” She shook and her mug struck harshly on the 

counter. The sharp sound broke into a myriad of pieces as the ceramic 

shattered on the tile. “No, no,” she said in pinprick tears. “When I found you, 

no breath coming, I feared your ghost. I feared that what was left unsaid would 

tether you. You’re a good man. You deserve to rest. That little girl ghost, I 

wanted her. I could never make her happen. I didn’t want to tell you and make 

this shameful emptiness within me real. Please. Say you can rest easy. That I 

haven’t made ghosts of us all.”  

Evelyn’s torment became muffled. Henry had crossed the floor and held 

her as best he could now, carrying each syllable of her name slowly and 

carefully upon the warmth of his breath. 

  



SUN SALUTATION, THEIR FIRST 
 
Her fingers lift her thighs skyward 
in Happy Child Pose, practiced 
by twenty-somethings on waffled mats 
who woke up with lattes and a 
consciousness of yoga’s hipness 
one morning in the twenty-tens. 
 
But who have yet to achieve, truly achieve, 
the consciousness 
she is achieving with sweat sliding 
from her earlobe down her pulsing 
carotid, splashing into a pool in her armpit. 
 
She breathes on the nurse’s count, ten seconds 
of compressing, every atom into a gush 
of effort pushed from her lips, 6,7,8, on 9 
His sopping curls arrive, 
 
On 10 his heaving belly, pinprick fingernails 
all of his blueness rubbed pink by the nurse 
and placed in the champion’s arms— 
 
Into his ear, a tiny seashell washed up 
on his sandy hair: 
 
She whispers Namaste. 
 
—Ariana Levin 
  



HOW TO PURCHASE TULIPS IN MARCH 
 
Guy at the corner shop saying to keep 
your spindly necks at the jar’s top edge, 
warning you’d keep growing, in silence, 
in secret, in the dark, and to chop you 
down one inch a day. He’s got an old dog 
with a sign—to only touch him here— 
talk softly—don’t annoy him. Oh, tulips, 
 
you’re a purchase ill-considered, gaudy 
flame-bright orange, flattening to yellow, 
rising up to an L.A. ’70s glorious smog-burst 
sunset rose. And you’re not Sylvia Plath 
tulips, poor dear; how sick to conjure her, 
 
okay, pretentious. She’d a thing about tulips. 
Hot, scentless beauties. I prefer carnations, 
that fabulous, cheap date offering, bright spice, 
but today? Carnations, there are none, 
 
the shop guy whispers above his snoring dog, 
so I’m stuck with my un-Plath tulips; 
she was young, I am old. You tulips, you’re not for 
the time after failing to go, nor the contemplation 
of going, though you contain them 
in all your flaming bounty. 
 
—Helen Wickes 
  



WELLBY 
 
How many extras  
from Planet of the Apes  
 
who list Animal House 
among their faves,  
 
have been bombarding  
your inbox in crude  
 
attempts to talk your  
Vicky’s Secret panties  
 
off? Perhaps it’s time  
you were debriefed  
 
by someone capable  
of banter a la Cary Grant, 
 
best-selling author of  
books now out of print. 
 
I’m loved by dogs &  
children (but I have  
 
none) & I’m learning  
to embrace emoticons.  
 
—Hilary Sideris 
  



A MOTHER FOR MELVIN 
 

by 
 

Ashley Kauffman 
 
 

During the summer of 1965, Evelyn came to live with us. I was eleven 

and going to start fifth grade. She was Dad’s latest girlfriend to move in with 

him, my two older brothers, and me. 

I watched Dad help her bring her luggage in from the kitchen window 

while I stood on a stool washing the breakfast dishes. 

“I give her a week,” said my oldest brother Sam, who was thirteen. 

My twelve-year-old brother David didn’t make a bet. Instead he belched 

loudly after gulping down his orange soda. 

“What do you think, Melvin?” Sam asked. 

“I don’t know.” I dried my hands on a dishtowel and jumped down from 

the stool. 

“Now that we’ll have a mom again, you can play with us outside, OK?” 

David clapped me on the back. 

Our mom died when I was seven, and ever since then, I did all the 

housework and cooking. I never minded it though because I really enjoyed it. 

When I wasn’t doing those things, I was reading. I read everything I could get 

my hands on at school and at home. 

My brothers were a different story though. They often led the 

neighborhood kids on adventures into the woods behind our house. I watched 

while I hung laundry, but I never really wanted to go with them that much. 

Whenever we got a new stepmother, I was allowed to come along with them. 



Sometimes it was fun, but other times, it wasn’t. 

The screen door creaked open. “Boys,” Dad called, “please come and say 

hello.” 

We all hurried into the living room where Evelyn was sitting. She had 

long dark hair and dark eyes like Katharine Hepburn. 

Evelyn smiled at us. “Hello.” 

We all smiled back. My smile was genuine, but not Sam and David’s. 

Their smiles would be gone by the time Dad left for work. 

“Evelyn, you remember my boys: Sam, David, and Matthew. Matthew 

likes to be called Melvin though. Boys, you remember Evelyn. She’s going to be 

living with us for a while.” 

Evelyn shook all of our hands.  

“So,” Dad continued, “please help her feel welcome. I have to go to work, 

but I’ll be back tonight.” He kissed Evelyn good-bye and shook all of our hands. 

Then he walked out the door to go to Carter’s Car Repairs, his own garage. He 

said Sam and David and I would work there when we were older too. Sam and 

David loved to help him fix cars. Not me. 

“Well.” Evelyn turned to face us. “I hope that we all can get along.” 

In response, David belched in her face. 

“David, aren’t you going to excuse yourself?” 

“Boys will be boys, Evelyn.” He repeated something Dad always said. 

She paused and then said, “Did you eat already?” 

We all nodded. I had cooked eggs and fried bacon for breakfast. 

“Then go on ahead outside and play. I’m going to unpack.” 



Sam and David ran to the door. 

“Come on, pip-squeak!” Sam called to me. He either called me pip-squeak 

or Melvin the Mouse. 

I followed them slowly outside and into the woods. They had a hideout 

there, where they kept things for certain games, like bows and arrows and B.B. 

guns for Cowboys and Indians and rope for Pirates. They also had cherry 

bombs for making things explode and matches for when they built campfires. 

We found Melissa and Lizzie Parker at the hideout already. They lived 

next door to us. Melissa was in my grade, and Lizzie was two years younger. 

Melissa was accepted into the group because she was older and a tomboy who 

could keep up with my brothers. When Lizzie was always tagging along, it 

irritated Sam and David. So they tortured her to no end to get her to go away 

by lighting her Barbie dolls’ hair on fire and putting ants down her shirt. Each 

time, she screamed so loudly for them to stop, but day after day she would 

continue to follow them. All the neighborhood kids wanted to be included with 

the Carter brothers, because they were always planning daring adventures.  

Today, Sam announced that we were going to play Cowboys and Indians. 

He pulled out three B.B. guns and two bows and arrows. “David and I are the 

Indians, and you three are the cowboys.” 

The battle began as David let out a whoop. Those arrows really hurt 

when they hit you! I kept shooting with the B.B. gun, hoping to hit one of my 

brothers, but I didn’t. The cowboys as usual were captured and tied up to a 

tree to end the battle. 

“Peace pipe!” David called, pulling a bubble pipe out of his pocket. He 



blew into it and passed it around. By the time it got to me, I gagged as I blew a 

few small bubbles and handed it back to David. 

From over the hill, we could hear Mrs. Parker calling, “Melissa, Elizabeth, 

please come inside for lunch!” 

Even though she never called for Sam, David, or me, lunch at Mrs. 

Parker’s was always an open invitation to us since we were next-door 

neighbors.  

We all hurried out of the woods and down the hill as Lizzie sang, 

“Lunchtime! Lunchtime!” 

Mrs. Parker served us peanut butter and jelly sandwiches with either 

grape or strawberry jelly, potato chips, fruit salad, and homemade chocolate 

chip cookies. Since Mr. Parker worked all day, she stayed at home like Evelyn 

would be doing. 

Sam and David wolfed down their food hungrily, while I ate more politely. 

When Mrs. Parker asked if the three of us could do her yard work this week, 

Sam said yes with a mouthful of cookie, spraying crumbs all over the table. 

Mrs. Parker gave him a stern look, but she didn’t say anything. Instead, 

she just mopped up the cookie crumbs with a wet sponge. While she was 

distracted, David wrapped some cookies up in a paper napkin and shoved it 

into his pocket for later. He and Sam were constantly stealing and hiding food 

for later, particularly Mrs. Parker’s cookies. 

The next day after breakfast, we went to do Mrs. Parker’s yard work. We 

did it once a week for her. Sam and David were responsible for mowing the 

lawn, while I was responsible for weeding Mrs. Parker’s garden. I liked making 



the garden look beautiful. She always paid us two dollars each for our work. I 

saved my money to buy books at the bookshop downtown, while Sam and 

David saved theirs to buy cherry bombs, firecrackers, and matches. When we 

finished two hours later, she invited us inside for lemonade and cookies before 

we went outside to play with Melissa and Lizzie. 

After I finished my lemonade, I excused myself to use the bathroom. 

Once I got inside, I locked the door, sat down on the closed toilet, and pulled a 

few copies of Better Homes and Gardens out of the magazine basket. I looked 

through the magazines, trying to find some good recipes to cook. I ripped out 

the ones I liked, shoved them into my pocket, and flushed the toilet. As I 

washed my hands, Sam banged on the door to tell me to hurry up. 

Of course, my brothers thought that I was reading Mr. Parker’s copies of 

Sport magazine like they did, which would launch into a discussion about the 

Pittsburgh Steelers. 

“You think they’ll play better with Mike Nixon as their coach?” Sam 

would ask. 

“Nah. Buddy Parker was the best coach. Dad says so.” 

“Well, I think they’ll win with Nixon. Maybe they might even go to the 

Super Bowl.” 

Whenever they would ask me what I thought, I would laugh it off 

nervously.  

At dinner on her third day here, Evelyn said to Dad that she could not 

believe how neat and tidy our house was. “I would have thought with three 

boys, it would be a pigsty.” 



“Well, honey, that’s all thanks to Melvin.” Dad clapped me on the back. 

“He’s done all the cooking and cleaning for us. But isn’t it wonderful now that 

we have a mother in the family again, son? Now you can be a boy again with 

your brothers instead of doing women’s work.” 

It wasn’t wonderful. I felt like Evelyn was taking over and leaving me out 

of the things I liked to do. 

Every night before bed, I always read a chapter or two in a book. Mrs. 

Parker had given me her entire set of Nancy Drew mysteries from when she 

was younger, and I was devouring them like penny candy from the local 

general store. Nancy was a great detective and I instantly related to her 

character. She was smart like me, and everyone accepted her for who she was. 

I also liked how there wasn’t any violence in these books like when my brothers 

played Cowboys and Indians. 

Evelyn lasted well beyond the first week, much to Sam’s dismay. He and 

David played tricks on her to get her to leave, but none of them worked. Not 

even when Sam caught a little field mouse and put it in her lingerie drawer. We 

watched Evelyn’s reaction from outside. 

Instead of screaming bloody murder, Evelyn calmly caught the mouse in 

the corner of the drawer and set it free outside. 

The morning before the Fourth of July, Evelyn asked us for a favor. “I’m 

going to make a raspberry pie for our picnic with the little Parker girls next 

door tomorrow. Could you three boys please pick me three buckets of 

raspberries?” 

I nodded before Sam or David could belch in her face. 



As the screen door thwacked shut behind us, she called, “Please bring 

them back by lunchtime!” 

“Okay,” I replied. 

Melissa and Lizzie met us in the woods. David told us what we were 

playing. “We are explorers today and we are looking for food to survive in the 

jungle. We have to find raspberries to survive and make sure they aren’t 

poisonous. Come on, explorers! Let’s go!” 

We followed Sam and David deep into the woods where the berry bushes 

were. 

Sam said, “We have to be careful of any wild animals, so they don’t eat 

our berries.” There was a mysterious gleam in his eye that made me nervous. 

He had the same gleam when he caught the mouse to put in Evelyn’s drawer. 

But I ignored it and focused on picking berries. 

We worked hard to fill up our berry buckets for Evelyn, only picking the 

ripest and juiciest raspberries. Most of Sam and David’s berries went into their 

mouths instead of the buckets, but since we had Melissa and Lizzie along to 

help, it was okay. 

A few minutes after I had finished filling up my bucket, I heard a scream. 

Lizzie was yelling, “Snake! Snake! There’s a snake!” 

“Where?” Melissa asked. 

“It crawled out from under the bushes!” 

I looked down. There was nothing there. 

Lizzie jumped. “There it is again!” 

David and Sam ran out from behind the berry bushes, laughing. Sam 



was holding a brown garter snake, which was not poisonous. If he had been 

holding a rattlesnake or even a copperhead, we would be in trouble. 

“Lizzie is a fraidy cat!” David yelled. “She’s afraid of snakes!” 

“I am not!” 

“Now you’re gonna get it! Nobody calls my sister a fraidy cat!” Melissa 

socked my brothers in the arm, first Sam and then David. 

“Oh, come on. It was just a joke!” David said. 

“Not funny!” Lizzie replied. 

“I think we have enough berries for Evelyn.” Melissa looked at the 

buckets. 

“I’ll take them back,” I quickly offered, thankful for the excuse to go 

inside and read. 

Melissa carried one bucket and I carried the other two. “Are you coming 

back after you give Evelyn the berries?” 

“No. I’m going to stay inside and read.” 

Melissa was the only other person who really understood me. We both 

acted differently than how we were supposed to. She hated wearing dresses 

and loved to play sports. She also never hesitated to fight anyone, girl or boy. 

She was as good as the boys when they played baseball at recess. She knew 

how much I loved to cook, clean, and read. 

I looked at her. “Do you want to come inside with me?” 

“I can’t leave Lizzie alone with your brothers. They’ll still torture her with 

that snake.” 

“I should’ve freed it when they weren’t looking. They’re always mean to 



animals. Sam put a mouse in Evelyn’s lingerie drawer to scare her.” 

“Did it scare her?” 

“No. She didn’t even scream when she saw it. She just caught it and set 

it free.” 

“Sounds like you, Melvin.” Melissa smiled. “Have fun reading!” She ran 

back into the woods when I got into the screen door. 

Evelyn was in the kitchen, rolling out the dough for the pie crust. I could 

hear the radio playing “King of the Road” by Roger Miller. 

“Hi, Melvin.” She smiled at me. 

“Hi. Here are the berries for the pie.” 

“Oh, these look delicious! Thank you for all your hard work.” 

“We pretended to be explorers in the woods.” 

“That sounds exciting!” 

I turned to go back toward my bedroom. But I stopped when Evelyn 

asked, “Would you like to help me bake this pie?” 

Help? That was it! “Evelyn, I already know how to bake pies! I also know 

how to cook and clean, and I love doing it!” 

Evelyn came over and sat down at the kitchen table. “Come sit down with 

me. We need to have a talk.” 

“I’m sorry for being angry.” 

“It’s okay. And you have every right to be. I’m a stranger taking over. 

Your dad told me that you did all the cooking and cleaning for a few years 

now.” 

I nodded. “Ever since our mom died. But when he brings a new girlfriend 



home, I can’t do it anymore because he calls it ‘women’s work.’” 

“I understand, and I don’t agree with him. I believe that girls and boys 

can do whatever they want to do in life. I am proud of you. You stepped in to 

take on an important role in your family, and they should not discard all of 

your hard work because of me being here.” 

I stopped feeling angry now. Evelyn understood me. 

“Listen, Melvin, I can tell that you don’t always enjoy going outside with 

your brothers to play. So I would like to know if you would like to stay inside 

with me to do what you like to do?” 

I threw my arms around Evelyn and hugged her. “Thank you!” 

“You’re welcome.” 

“Um, Evelyn, there’s something I need to tell you and show you.” I went 

into my bedroom and pulled out my recipe box from under my bed, which was 

where I saved the recipes I stole from Mrs. Parker and now from Evelyn’s issues 

of Better Homes and Gardens. That had been how I was tricking Evelyn into 

leaving. 

Evelyn opened the box. “That’s the recipe I was looking for this morning! 

I knew I had it last week when I was writing out my grocery list, but I thought I 

misplaced the magazine.” 

“I’m sorry. I tore it out of the magazine yesterday.” 

“It’s okay. I’m not happy that you took the recipes, but I’m glad to know 

why now.” She looked through the recipes in the box. “These look very 

delicious. We can make some of these together!” 

“Really?” 



“Really. We can be partners and work together to get the chores and 

cooking done for this bunch. I know that there are a lot of things I can learn 

from you and you can learn from me.” 

She opened her arms for a hug, and I embraced her.  

I asked if I could tell her a secret.  

She said yes.  

“Sometimes I wish I felt more like a boy. When I look in the mirror, the 

image says I’m a boy but it isn’t what I see. I enjoy cooking and cleaning and 

the smell of sheets when they come off the clothesline. I often wonder if God 

made a mistake.” 

“God doesn’t make mistakes,” said Evelyn.  

“Well, I am so glad I have someone to talk to who understands that I’m 

different.”  

“You are not different. You are just Melvin, and I love you for who you 

are.” 

  



UPSIDE TO A FAILED MARRIAGE  
 
When I am gifted 
with sunshine and time, 
I only share the hammock 
with a cat or two, 
who take up much less space 
than a wife.  
 
I could, 
if I choose, 
listen to 
Leonard Cohen 
all day, 
without complaint.  
 
No one laments 
the lack of chocolate 
in my cupboard, 
or the excess of books 
on my shelf.  
 
If I abandon housework 
in favor of cloud gazing  
no one notices 
if the floor is half mopped 
and the water cooling.  
 
If I say I don’t miss you, 
or the idea of you, 
or the fact of you, 
no one contradicts me.  
 
And if I kiss 
a woman 
who is not you 
it is no longer 
considered  
a betrayal.  
 
—Sarah O’Sullivan 
  



IN WHICH WALT WEIGHS 300 POUNDS AND 
CINDY HAS SEX WITH THE POOL BOY 

 
by 
 

Peter Obourn 
 

First appeared in St. Anne’s Review 
 

 
“Oh, Mother, don’t be such an asshole,” said Timmy. A twelve-year-old 

said this to his mother. If I hadn’t been there to see it, I would not have 

believed it. Cindy looked at me, raised an eyebrow, and said nothing. Nothing. 

She ignored it. 

Timmy had just come in the back door and hung his backpack in the 

mudroom. “I thought I told you to come straight home from school” was all 

Cindy had said. 

Earlier that day, an even more disturbing event had occurred. That 

morning, a man had come to clean the pool. I should say a boy—couldn’t have 

been more than twenty years old. He was upstairs with Cindy for an hour. I 

was downstairs the whole time. 

That was when my sleepless nights began. 

Why does a woman with a husband and family have sex in the morning 

with the boy who comes to clean the pool? More specifically, why does she hurt 

the ones she loves? Why does a well-raised adolescent suddenly call his mother 

names to her face? Why does he hurt her—on purpose—when he can see the 

pain on her face? This family has empathy for one another. I’ve seen it. So why 

do they hurt each other? It troubles me, because it seems a key part of the 

somewhat more profound question of what underlies human behavior. Why do 



nice people do bad things to each other? If something could shed light on this, 

maybe we would be a step closer to solving the mystery of why there is evil in 

the world. 

At the time the above thoughts were fermenting in my brain, Ambrose 

and I were in bed. He was asleep. It was way past midnight, so the rest of the 

family was asleep upstairs. I had not slept a wink. I was trying to get 

comfortable—trying to stop thinking about Timmy or the pool guy. Maybe if I 

shifted my legs. 

“Stop fidgeting,” said Ambrose. 

“Are you awake?” I said. 

“I am now,” he said, turning to look at the clock on the microwave in the 

kitchen, which we can see from our bed. “My God, Ginger, do you realize it’s 

2:00 a.m.?” 

“I’m sorry,” I said. “I can’t sleep.” 

“You need to get used to this. People just do what they do. Stop trying to 

understand them.” 

“I suppose, but how could she do this? When she and the pool boy came 

back downstairs, I could smell it.” 

“How vivid,” said Ambrose. 

“I can’t help it. I could smell it,” I said. “This family is falling apart. I can’t 

just brush it off the way you do.” 

“I know that pool kid. He’s an artist. He and Cindy talk about art. Maybe 

that’s what they were doing upstairs.” 

“I don’t think so,” I said. 



“Neither do I,” said Ambrose. “Anyway, I don’t just brush it off, but I 

don’t obsess about it either. I need to sleep and so do you.” 

“I can’t help it, Ambrose. I worry, and I can’t sleep when I worry.” 

He sighed. “I understand, Ginger. We’re different. You worry, but really, 

what’s the point of worrying about things beyond your control? In ten years 

you and I will be dead and gone, and they will still be going on living their 

passions, doing what humans do.” 

“Thanks, Ambrose,” I said. “That’s really a comforting thought. I’ll be 

dead in ten years. How reassuring. I feel so much better.” 

“Go to sleep.” 

I was quiet for a minute, then said, “The other night, Walt came 

downstairs at three o’clock.” 

“Yes, Ginger, I heard him too.” 

“He had a glass of milk and a huge handful of Oreos, which he is not 

supposed to eat. He’s over three hundred pounds now,” I said. “He sat on the 

couch in the dark. I got up and went over to him. He held me on his lap.” 

“I know,” said Ambrose. “You woke me up twice that night.” 

“Ambrose, he was crying. He held me on his lap and cried in the middle 

of the night. I wish there was something more I could do.” 

“Ginger, believe me, you’re doing all you can. Now, shut up. I’m going to 

sleep.” He curled up between my legs, and in less than a minute, I heard his 

gentle purring and felt his soft little body against mine. 

* * * 

Walt and Cindy Johnson have a beautiful big house in the suburbs, with 



a big yard. They were raised in what I’d call luxury, and both come from happy 

families. Both sets of parents visit us often. 

Ambrose and I have had much harder lives. We both spent time in 

shelters, and neither of us has any idea where our parents are. Who knows 

where either of us would have ended up if Walt and Cindy hadn’t taken us in? 

When I first arrived, I slept in Timmy’s room. Timmy was a little afraid of 

the dark, but not when I was there. Ambrose slept in April’s room. There was a 

bedtime routine. Every night, they read a chapter of Winnie the Pooh to Timmy. 

His parents took turns, first Walt, then Cindy. Cindy was a great reader. She 

did all the voices. She made Winnie sound like Winston Churchill, because, she 

said, that’s who he really was. 

At first, I thought Ambrose and I had dropped into the Hundred Acre 

Wood. This was the ideal place. We played in the big yard with Timmy and 

April, and were taken care of by Walt and Cindy. We went on picnics and 

played Frisbee on the beach. 

But then things started to happen and the problems snowballed. Walt 

started gaining weight. Cindy started flirting with the bag boys at the 

supermarket. Timmy started talking back to his mother. 

Ambrose and I love the Johnsons, and they are wonderful to us. Cindy 

and Walt are educated people. Neither Ambrose nor I have any education, but I 

think in a lot of ways we are smarter than they are. 

“What’s this mess we got ourselves into?” I asked Ambrose. “Instead of 

the Hundred Acre Wood, it now looks like we’re all poor little lambs lost at sea.” 

“Bah, bah, bah,” said Ambrose. “Not all of us, Ginger. Not you and me. 



Walt and Cindy went to college, and see where it got them. They can read big 

books. They got learning. We went to the school of hard knocks and got 

knowledge. It is what it is, Ginger. Ten years from now they will all still be here, 

and you and I will be gone and forgotten like the rest.” 

“You already said that. Timmy calls his mother an asshole. Why can’t he 

be like Christopher Robin?” 

“Because, Ginger, Christopher Robin is not real. Timmy is real. This is 

real life, not Winnie the Pooh.” 

“You’re telling me.” 

* * * 

You may be wondering about the sleeping arrangement—I mean, the 

arrangement that Ambrose and I sleep together, and the Johnsons don’t seem 

to care. Believe me, it has nothing to do with evil or passion. Walt and Cindy 

Johnson have two children—April, age sixteen, and Timmy, age twelve—which 

constitutes the household, with the exception of Ambrose and me. Technically, 

we are not part of the family, because we’re not people. 

Ambrose is a tabby tomcat with subtle gray stripes. My name is Ginger. I 

am a dog—a thirty-pound, sort of lazy, lovable bitch without papers. Two years 

ago, Walt and Cindy liberated me from the local animal shelter. I am thought to 

be about five years old. I think that’s about right. Ambrose just showed up one 

day and was welcomed by all, including me. Cindy and Walt are welcoming 

people. In a warm corner of the family room is my L.L. Bean denim dog bed. 

Ambrose and I sleep together on my bed, for warmth, companionship, and 

nightly conversation. 



* * * 

I’ve always had trouble sleeping. I have bad dreams about the shelter. At 

the shelter, we were warm; we were fed. We were also systematically killed. 

This brought us together. We got along with each other. Every day some of us 

would be taken out for a walk and not come back. We knew some of us would 

be gone the next day and we were helpless. If we made a sound, we knew we 

were on their list. Can you imagine having to act cute twenty-four hours a day, 

or die? 

I explained it to Ambrose: “At the shelter, there was a dog called Cuddles. 

He told me he had bitten his master, who was a boy Timmy’s age. It was a 

mistake, he said. Cuddles should have been adopted, but he never got out.” 

“What happened to him?” asked Ambrose. 

“He went for a walk.” 

Ambrose hung his head. “You know what happens to us cats? It’s worse. 

Our odds are much worse. Once we’re in the shelter, we don’t get out—most of 

the time, that’s what happens.” 

* * * 

One week the pool boy came twice. Timmy had pretty much mastered the 

art of silence or one word grunts to anything his mother said. It was a storm 

spinning out of control—more sleepless nights for me. I could see that things 

were not going to change. Cindy was set on a path. Character is fate, no matter 

what one does. I learned that at the shelter. I could feel the good times 

ending—the impending tragedy of a broken home. I wished I knew how to cry. 

“Ambrose,” I said, nudging him gently with my leg. 



“God, Ginger, what is it now?” he said. 

“I’ve been thinking. Things are not changing. Sleeping with the pool 

boy—calling your mother an asshole—these are things I just can’t process. I’m 

not any closer to understanding what is going on in this house.” 

“Just enjoy the mystery of it, Ginger. It’s the human comedy.” 

“I can’t be blasé the way you are. I can’t put my fears aside. It’s not in me 

to be blasé,” I said. “What do you think of leaving? You and me. Together.” 

“It’s a tempting thought, Ginger. I’ve thought about it. Every night, when 

they let me out, I try to kill something and eat it, just to be sure I can still do it. 

I could survive.” 

I shuddered. “I don’t think that would work for me,” I said. 

“Of course not. You couldn’t make it, Ginger. Face it. You’ve surrendered 

to domesticity. You’d be back in the shelter in two weeks, and this time you 

wouldn’t get out. Two-timers don’t get out. Anyway, I’m not leaving and neither 

are you, because they need us here.” 

“Surrender? I didn’t surrender to domesticity. I’m a dog, Ambrose—

domestic by definition.” 

* * * 

I got to thinking about the domestic thing. Ambrose had told me he 

escaped from the shelter, and although I didn’t say so, I didn’t believe him, but 

maybe he did. Maybe that’s what Cindy is doing—refusing to surrender to 

domesticity. 

There are a lot of feelings. And we can’t control our feelings. Dogs can’t. 

People can’t. Even cats can’t. There are other feelings besides empathy. 



Empathy is one of many feelings. I suppose Cindy’s intimate life with Walt has 

gone awry, now that he’s fat, and her cute little baby boy is now an obnoxious 

adolescent. Sweet April is now a sullen teenager. I supposed, perhaps Cindy 

was feeling unloved, fighting loneliness, looking for love and attention in the 

wrong place. Maybe she felt she was facing the choice of being lost or doing 

something about it—trying to lead her own life—exercising her free will. 

* * * 

We waited. One night, April came down for milk and Oreos, and she was 

in tears. She woke us both up and held us both close to her on the sofa. After I 

had eaten the Oreo she gave me, she hugged me, hard, and said, “Ginger, I 

need you next to me tonight. I need to hug you. I know you love me. I know you 

care. I know you’re worried about me and that means everything. You can help 

me get through this. You’ll always be my friend. I know that and I will never 

forget you. I will always love you.” She was hugging me. I could feel her warm 

tears on my neck. 

Then she turned to Ambrose and said, “Oh, Ambrose, I can tell that 

you’re wondering why I’m like this tonight. I can’t help it. I know that if you 

were me, you would know the answer. Sometimes I do things and I don’t know 

why I do them. I’m weak. You give me strength. You give me the power to think 

that maybe I can overcome this, that maybe if I pull myself together, maybe, if I 

stand up for myself, if I’m independent. Oh, Ambrose.” And she held Ambrose 

on her lap and started hugging the breath out of the poor little cat. 

Finally, April went back to bed and so did Ambrose and I. “Well,” I said, 

“that makes the disaster complete. Now April has fallen apart too.” 



“Cheer up, Ginger,” he said. “Don’t you see, she’s figured it out? She 

came to us, not her mother. She knows about the pool boy, or at least she 

suspects it. She’s planning on running away, you know. I saw her packing 

today—hiding her suitcase.” 

I had seen her packing myself, but thought nothing of it. “God, 

Ambrose,” I said, “what if she does run away?” 

“She won’t go far—just far enough to scare the daylights out of her 

parents—and her brother too.” 

I sighed. “I wish I could share your sanguine attitude.” 

Ambrose put a soft paw up next to my snout and touched my cheek. 

“Ginger, you know, you could be wrong. Maybe character isn’t always fate. 

Maybe there’s not just evil in the world, but also good. These things take time. 

It’s also said that guilt comes later, after passion is spent. Then remorse.” 

At that, Ambrose snuggled up against my belly and fell asleep. 

* * * 

For a while, nothing much happened. 

I took Walt on long walks. He started dieting. 

* * * 

One hot summer day the pool kid came right in the back door, without a 

knock, and patted me on the head. Cindy appeared. “We need to talk,” she said 

and led him outside. I watched from the window as they sat by the pool talking 

for about an hour. Then she sat and watched him clean the pool. I watched the 

whole procedure from the kitchen window. Cindy didn’t talk anymore. She just 

sat there. As soon as he left, she came back into the kitchen, knelt down and 



gave me a hug around the neck for longer than usual, pulled back, looked 

straight in my face, her hands gently rubbing my ears. “Well, that’s that,” she 

said. 

That night, she showed up in the kitchen at 2:00 a.m. and poured herself 

a glass of milk. She poured it in one of the glasses they use for Scotch. She sat 

on the couch next to our bed. I looked up at her, so she knew I was awake. 

“You know, Ginger, you’re my best girlfriend—my only girlfriend.” She 

held the glass up to her lips and tipped it toward me. “You never judge me. 

Ambrose, he looks at me. I can tell he knows what’s what. He goes out catting 

every night too. You don’t try to change me. You do not disapprove,” she said. 

She had it backward, of course, but it did not matter. “I’m done with that kid. 

He’s going to go far. He thinks I broke his heart, but I didn’t. If I hadn’t let him 

go, he would have broken mine. Anyway, I couldn’t hold him back any longer. 

I’m going to give them all a chance—one more chance—try to be a wife and 

mother. It just might work this time, because now they know the stakes. They 

know what I’ll do because I did it. And if it doesn’t work, I’m leaving—all of 

them. Except, I’ll take you, Ginger. Just you. You and I together will set the 

world on fire. Think about it.” She washed the glass, put it away, and went 

back to bed. Ambrose slept through the whole thing. 

* * * 

Cindy stayed. After April’s seventeenth birthday party, which was a huge 

success, it was after midnight when we all finally got to bed. 

“Good night, Ambrose,” I said. “You were right. Things turned out so 

well, didn’t they?” 



“Of course. You know, Ginger, I know you think I know everything and 

you know nothing. What can I say?” 

“You could say that I’m wrong,” I said. 

“Go to sleep, Ginger.” 

  



THE JOKE 
 

by 
 

Lenny Levine 
 
 

“So, these two pirates happen to meet,” Bobby said, leaning forward so 

his two friends in the front seat could hear him. 

“Do you have to?” said Phil, glancing back over his shoulder. “Do you 

really have to?” 

Bobby ignored him. “And one says, ‘Zut alors, François, you have 

changed so much.’” 

“That’s the shittiest French accent I ever heard.” 

Mitch, who was driving, frowned. “What was the exit number?” 

“Twenty-seven,” Phil told him, “or twenty-eight. I’m not sure.” 

“Well, look at the goddamn directions.” 

“I’m doing it, I’m doing it! You don’t have to climb up my ass.” 

“‘Oh, but your right hand, François,’” said Bobby, “‘it ees not there. Now, 

you have a hook.’” 

Phil squinted at the piece of paper. “Allison’s handwriting is like a first-

grader on drugs. I think it says twenty-eight, but it could be twenty-six. 

Where’s the interior light in this car?” 

“I don’t know,” said Mitch in annoyance. “I think it’s behind the visor.” 

“‘Yes, my hand is gone,’ says the second pirate. ‘I lost eet in a duel with 

the finest swordsman in Europe. I kill heem, of course, but before I could do 

eet, he cut off my right hand. Now, I have only a hook.’ 



“Okay, I’m going with twenty-six,” Phil decided. “I think that’s what she 

told me, anyway.” 

“All I know is, there’d better be a lot of babes at this party,” Mitch said as 

he flicked on the windshield wipers. The snow flurries were thickening. 

“There will be,” Phil promised. 

“‘And your leg, François. Your left leg is now only a wooden stump.’” 

Phil turned his body as far as his seat belt would allow and glared at 

him. “You know no one’s listening to you, don’t you?” 

“This is a great joke.” 

“Not if you’re telling it.” 

“Here’s the exit. What do I do?” Mitch asked. 

“Get off, and take…” Phil squinted at the piece of paper again. “I think it 

says Route 12 South, or it could be North.” 

“Jesus Christ!” 

“No, South, definitely South.” 

“So, the second pirate says, ‘Yes, that ees correct, mon ami, I lost my leg. 

We were in a fierce naval battle, and I was directing my men from ze 

quarterdeck. Suddenly, a cannonball came flying. It hit me just below ze left 

knee, and so, I lost my leg. Now I have only a wooden stump.’” 

Mitch turned the windshield wipers up. “Man, where did all this shit 

come from, all of a sudden?” 

“‘Oh, mon dieu, François, and your eye! You have nothing but a patch 

where your right eye used to be!’” 

“Look, why don’t you save it for the party?” Phil suggested. “I’m sure the 



first girl who hears it will drop her panties right there on the spot.” 

“How far do I go on Route 12?” Mitch peered through the windshield at 

the whitening road ahead. 

“It says here six miles, although Allison seems to make her sixes look like 

eights. So it might be eight miles.” 

“Terrific!” 

“Just start looking in six miles for a sign that says Wentworth Road. If we 

don’t see it, then it’s eight.” 

“I’ll be lucky if I can see anything.” 

“‘Ah, oui, this patch on my eye. Well, I was…’” 

Phil whipped around toward Bobby, practically choking himself with his 

shoulder harness. “Will you give it a fucking rest?” 

“You never like my jokes. Why is that?” 

“Because they suck.” 

“No they don’t. You just don’t have a sense of humor.” 

“Let him tell it, already,” Mitch put in. “I’m getting sick of listening to you 

two.” 

“Fine,” Phil said and stared angrily ahead. 

“‘Ah, oui, this patch on my eye,’” Bobby continued. “‘You see, I was in ze 

crow’s nest, looking to spot enemy ships. Unfortunately, a seagull flew 

overhead just at zat moment and took a crap. It landed in my eye, and so, quel 

dommage, my eye was destroyed. Now I must wear a patch.’” 

“Man, this is a fucking blizzard here.” Mitch turned the wipers up to the 

max and leaned forward over the steering wheel. 



“‘But, François, merely having a piece of bird crap hit you in the eye is 

nothing. It would not be enough to destroy it. Why do you have to wear a 

patch?’ 

“‘Well, you must understand,’ says the second pirate, ‘it was my first…” 

“Holy shit!” Phil cried out. 

Looming ahead of them in the snow, lying sideways across the road, was 

an overturned pickup truck. 

Mitch hit the brakes, but it was too late. It only succeeded in throwing 

them into a skid. They careened off the road and, in helpless terror, plunged 

down an embankment. Then they slammed into a tree. 

* * * 

The scene at the emergency room was chaotic, with victims of the freak 

snowstorm arriving constantly. They were among the lucky ones, Phil with a 

broken elbow, Mitch suffering facial contusions, and Bobby the worst of the 

three, sustaining a compound fracture of the fibula. 

He lay on a gurney, woozy from the painkillers, as the other two sat on 

either side. Nurses came and went, while monitors all around them beeped and 

flashed, displaying unintelligible numbers and graphs. 

“‘But, François,” Bobby murmured, his head lolling on the pillow, 

“‘merely having a piece of bird crap hit you in the eye is nothing. It would not 

be enough to destroy it. Why do you have to wear a patch?’” 

Phil looked across at Mitch and shook his head. 

“Un-fucking-believable.” 

“‘Well, you must understand,’ says the second pirate…’” Bobby mumbled 



something, then lost consciousness. 

Despite himself, Phil had to do it. 

“What was that last thing?” he asked Mitch. “Did you hear it?” 

“Yeah,” said Mitch. “He said, ‘Well, you must understand, mon ami. It 

was my first day wearing the hook.’” 

Phil felt a sudden burst of pain in his elbow, making him grimace. 

“You know?” he said, stifling a moan. “That’s actually funny.” 
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